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Prologue

In Nomine Domini Nostri }esu Christi

My Lord and Lady, most Christian, most exalted, most excellent and

powerful sovereigns, King and Queen of Spain and of the maritime

islands.

In this year of 1492 Your Majesties brought to an end the war

against the remaining Moorish kingdom on European soil, terminat-

ing the campaign in the great dty ofGranada, where on 2January this

year I witnessed Your Majesties' royal standards raised by force of

arms on the Alhambra, the fortress ofthat city, and the Moorish king

emerge from the gates to kiss Your Majesties' hands and those ofMy
Lord the Prince,

In that same month, on the information which I had given Your

Majesties about the lands ofIndia and a ruler known as the Great Khan

(which means in Spanish 'King ofKings'), ofwhom I told you that he,

like his predecessors, had many times appealed to Rome for men
learned in our Holy Faith to instruct him, an appeal to which the Holy
Father had not responded, and about the many peoples who were

being lost through belief in idolatries and the acceptance of religions

of damnation, Your Majesties, being Catholic Christians and rulers

devoted to the Holy Christian Faith and dedicated to its expansion and

to combating the religion ofMahomet and all idolatries and heresies,

decided to send me, Christopher Columbus, to those lands ofIndia to

meet their rulers and to see the towns and lands and their distribution,

and all other things, and to find out in what manner they might be

converted to our Holy Faith; and you ordered me not to go eastward

by land, as is customary, but to take my course westward, where, so

far as we know, no man has travelled before today.
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The Voyage of Christopher Columbus

After expelling all theJews from your kingdoms and territories, in

the same month ofJanuary Your Majesties commanded me to sail to

those regions of India with a suitable fleet; and for this purpose you
granted me great concessions and ennobled me, allowing me to call

myselfDon from then onwards, with the title ofGrand Admiral ofthe
Ocean Sea, and Viceroy and Governor in perpetuity of all the islands

and mainland that I might discover and win, or which may be
henceforth discovered and won in the Ocean Sea, and you ordained
moreover that my eldest son should succeed me in this, and so on
through future generations forever.

I left the city ofGranada on Saturday, 12 May 1492, and travelled to
the port ofPalos, where I prepared three vessels well suited for such an

enterprise. I left that port, amply furnished with provisions and well
crewed with seafaring men, on Friday, 3 August, sailing for Your
Majesties' Canary Islands in the Ocean Sea, intending to set my course
from there and to sail until I reach the Indies, where I will convey Your
Majesties' embassy to those rulers and so carry out my orders.
With this end in mind I have resolved to set down each day full

details ofeverything I do and see and experience on this voyage, as will
later appear. Moreover, My Sovereign Lord and Lady, as well as

describing every night the events of the day, and recording each day
the distance run in the night, I intend to make a new chart in which I

will set out the whole ofthe Ocean Sea, with sea and land properly laid
out with true positions and courses. I also intend to compose a book
including a true depiction of everything, giving its latitude from the

Equator and its western longitude.
Above all, I must have no regard for sleep, but must concentrate on

the demands of navigation; all of which will be no small task.
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Friday, 3 August
We set sail on Friday, 3 August 1492, crossing the bar of the Saltes at

eight o'clock. Sailed s with a strong, veering wind1
until sunset,

making forty-eight miles, or sixteen leagues; then sw and s by w, on
course for the Canaries.

3 August Wind rose
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1 The Ptolemaic universe: the world as a sphere, with the planets rotating around it.



2 The Ocean Sea on the globe of Martin Behaim.

3 The pre-Columbian world: the map of Henricus
-'^;

Martellus, showing the Portuguese exploration of the

African coast. At the top right is Cathay, with the cities of

the Great Khan.





4 Oriental merchants.

5 The pepper harvest.



6 Islands of men and women.

7 Cannibals.
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12 Wind roses and rhumb lines on a Portuguese sixteenth-century chart of the Azores and Canaries.
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16 A duho from Santo Domingo.

15 An early watercolour of

Caribbean Indians fishing.
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NAIVE EARLY WOODCUTS OF THE

DISCOVERIES

17 Columbus's ships, directed by King Ferdinand,

discover the Indies.

18 Columbus and his newly named islands.

19 The building of Navidad,
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20 The Indies on the Cantino map of the world, 1502, showing the extension of the discoveries to the

mainland of North and South America. The vertical line is the Papally approved division between the

areas to be explored by Spain and Portugal. The curious 'Land of the King of Portugal' to the north is

Newfoundland.



21 St Christopher as patron.



22 Columbus's signature. The dosing cypher is preceded by four lines ot his titles, including
*

Admiral
of the Ocean Sea, Viceroy and General Governor of the Islands and Mainland of Asia and the Indies'.



The Voyage of Christopher Columbus

Wednesday, 26 September
Sailed on course w until after noon, then sw until we found that what
we had thought was land was only clouds. Our twenty-four hour run
was about thirty-three leagues; I told the men twenty-five and a half.

The sea was just like a river, with sweet, gentle breezes.

Thursday, 27 September
On course w, about twenty-five and a halfleagues in the twenty-four
hours. I told the men twenty-one. We saw many dorados, and one was
killed. We also saw a tropic bird.

Friday, 28 September
On course w. Calms; sailed fifteen leagues in the twenty-four hours,
and logged fourteen. Not much weed. We caught two dorados, and the

other ships caught more.

Saturdayt 29 September
Remained on course w and ran twenty-five and a half leagues; I told

the crew twenty-two. Little headway day and night because ofcalms.
We saw a frigate bird, which makes the boobies vomit up what they
have eaten and eats it itself. This is its only source of food. It is a sea

bird, but never settles on the sea, or goes more than twenty leagues
from land; it is common in the Cape Verde Islands. Later we saw two
boobies. Sweet, gentle breezes; the only thing missing is the song of
the nightingale, and the sea is as calm as a river. Later we saw three
more boobies and a frigate bird, three times. Large quantities ofweed.

Sunday, 30 September
Remained on course w. Calms; we made only fifteen leagues in the

twenty-four hours. I logged twelve. Four frigate birds came to the

ship, a sure sign ofland, because with so many birds ofa kind together
it shows that they are not wandering about lost. Large amounts of
weed.

NB: At nightfall the stars called the Guards are close to a line bearing
w, and at dawn they are on a line bearing NE, so it appears that in the
whole night they move only three lines, or nine hours. This is so every
night.

1

Also, at nightfall the needles deviate a point to the NW, and at
dawn they are right on the star, so it seems that the star moves like any
other, whereas the needles always point true. 2

Monday, i October
Remained on course w. We made about twenty-six and a halfleagues;
I told the men twenty-one. We had a great rainstorm. My piloto
reckoned that at dawn today we had sailed 602 leagues west from the
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island ofHierro. My lower figure, which I show to the men, is 619; the
true figure, which I keep to myself, is 750.

Tuesday, 2 October
Remained on course w. Forty-one and a half leagues in the twenty-
four hours; I told the men about thirty-two. Still a good, cairn sea,
thanks be to God. There was weed drifting from east to west, the

opposite to its usual direction. We saw many fish, and one was killed.
We also saw a white bird like a gull.

Wednesday, 3 October
Course as usual. Fifty leagues; I told the men forty-two and a half. We
saw petrels and a lot ofweed, some very old and some fresh, bearing a
sort offruit. No birds. I think the islands on my chart are now behind
us. I decided not to spend time beating about last week and this, when
there were so many signs ofland, even though I had information that
certain islands lie in these waters, because I did not want anything to

delay me in my aim ofreaching the Indies; to delay would have been
foolish.

Thursday, 4 October
Remained on course w. Our twenty-four hour run was sixty-seven
leagues; I told the men forty-nine. More than forty petrels came to the

ship together, and two boobies; a ship's boy threw a stone at one of
them and hit it. A frigate bird came to the ship, and a white bird like a

gull.

Friday, 5 October
Remained on course at about six and a half knots. Our twenty-four
hour run was about sixty and a half leagues, because the wind grew
less in the night; I told the men forty-eight. The sea calm and still,

thanks be to God, and the air sweet and temperate. No weed; plenty of

petrels. Large numbers of flying fish flew into the ship.

Saturday, 6 October
Remained on course w. Forty-two and a half leagues in the twenty-
four hours; I told the men thirty-five. Martin Alonso said tonight that

we would be best to steer sw by w. I think he had the island of

Cipango in mind when he said this.
1 My own opinion is that if we

miss Cipango we shall be a long time in making a landfall, and it is

better to strike the mainland first and go to the islands afterwards.

Sunday, j October
Continued w. We ran at nine and a halfknots for two hours and then at
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six and a half knots. An hour before sunset we had sailed about

twenty-four and a half leagues.
1 At sunrise today the caravel Nina,

which was ahead ofus, being a faster vessel, and was sailing as fast as

she could to win the prize offered by the King, ran a flag up to the

maintruck and fired a lombard as a signal that they had sighted land, as

I had ordered. I had also given orders for all three ships to close up
together at sunrise and sunset; these are the times when the visibility is

best, the distance being less obscured by the mist. In the evening we
could not see the land which the crew of the Nina thought they had

sighted.
There was a great passage of birds from N to sw, which made us

think that they were going back to the land to roost, or perhaps fleeing
from the winter, which must have been arriving in the lands they had
left. I know that most of the islands held by the Portuguese were
discovered with the help ofbirds, so I decided to change course from
due w to wsw,2 and to follow this course for two days. Sailed about
five and a halfleagues in the night, which with the day's twenty-four
and a half makes thirty.

Monday, S October

Sailed wsw, about twelve or twelve and a halfleagues in the twenty-
four hours. At times in the night we were running at almost twelve
knots. * The sea has been like the river at Seville, thanks be to God, and
the breezes as sweet as in Seville in April, so fragrant that it is ajoy to
smell them. The weed seems fresher. Many land birds; we caught one
flying sw; terns,

2 ducks and a booby.

Tuesday, 9 October
Sailed sw for five and a half leagues. The wind then changed and I

altered course to w by N for four and a halfleagues. All told, we made
eleven and a halfleagues by day and twenty-two by night. I told the
men eighteen leagues. We could hear birds passing all night long.

Wednesday, 10 October
Sailed wsw at about eight knots, sometimes up to nine and a half,

occasionally only five and a half. Sixty-two and a half leagues in the

twenty-four hours; I told the men only forty-six and a half. They
could contain themselves no longer, and began to complain of the

length ofthe voyage. I encouraged them as best I could, trying to raise
their hopes ofthe benefits they might gain from it. I also told them that
it was useless to complain; having set out for the Indies I shall continue
this voyage until, with God's grace, I reach them.
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Thursday, 11 October1

Course wsw. A heavy sea, the roughest in the whole voyage so far.

We saw petrels, and a green reed close to the ship, /and then a big
green fish ofa kind which does not stray far from the shoals./2 On the
Pinta they saw a cane and a stick, and they picked up another little

piece ofwood which seemed to have been worked with an iron tool;
also a piece ofcane and another plant which grows on land, and a little

board. On the Nina too they saw signs of land, and /a thorn-branch
laden with red fruits, apparently newly cut./

3 We were all filled with

joy and relief at these signs. Sailed twenty-eight and a half leagues
before sunset. After sunset I resumed our original course westward,
sailing at about nine knots. By two o'clock in the morning we had
sailed about sixty-eight miles, or twenty-two and a half leagues.
When everyone aboard was together for the Salve Regina, which all

seamen say or sing in their fashion, /I talked to the men about the grace
which God had shown us by bringing us in safety, with fair winds and
no obstacles, and by comforting us with signs which were more
plentiful every day. I urged them to keep a good watch and reminded
them that in the first article of the sailing instructions issued to each

ship in the Canaries I gave orders not to sail at night after we had
reached a point seven hundred leagues from there; I was sailing on
because of everyone's great desire to sight land./4 I warned them to

keep a good lookout in the bows and told them that I would give a silk

doublet to the man who first sighted land, as well as the prize of10,000
maravedis promised by Your Majesties.

I was on the poop deck at ten o'clock in the evening when I saw a

light.
5

It was so indistinct that I could not be sure it was land, but I

called Pedro Gutierrez, the Butler ofthe King's Table, and told him to

look at what I thought was a light. He looked, and saw it. I also told

Rodrigo Sanchez de Segovia, Your Majesties' observer on board, but
he saw nothing because he was standing in the wrong place. After I

had told them, the light appeared once or twice more, like a wax
candle rising and falling. Only a few people thought it was a sign of

land, but I was sure we were close to a landfall.

Then the Pinta, being faster and in the lead, sighted land and made the

signal as I had ordered. The first man to sight land was called Rodrigo de

Triana. The land appeared two hours after midnight, about two leagues

away. We furled all sail except the treo, the mainsail -with no bonnets, and

jogged offand on6 until Friday morning, when we came to an island.
7

We saw naked people, and I went ashore in a boat with armed men,

taking Martin Alonso Pinzon and his brother Vicente Yanez, captain of
the Nina. I took the royal standard, and the captains each took a banner
with the Green Cross which each ofmy ships carries as a device, with the

letters F and Y, surmounted by a crown, at each end ofthe cross.
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When we stepped ashore we saw fine green trees, streams every-
where and different kinds offruit. I called to the two captains tojump
ashore with the rest, who included Rodrigo de Escobedo, secretary of

the fleet, and Rodrigo Sanchez de Segovia, asking them to bear solemn
witness that in the presence ofthem all I was taking possession ofthis

island for their Lord and Lady the King and Queen, and I made the

necessary declarations which are set down at greater length in the

written testimonies.

Soon many ofthe islanders gathered round us. I could see that they
were people who would be more easily converted to our Holy Faith

by love than by coercion, and wishing them to look on us with

friendship I gave some ofthem red bonnets and glass beads which they

hung round their necks, and many other things of small value, at

which they were so delighted and so eager to please us that we could

not believe it. Later they swam out to the boats to bring us parrots and
balls of cotton thread and darts, and many other things, exchanging
them for such objects as glass beads and hawk bells. They took

anything, and gave willingly whatever they had.

However, they appeared to me to be a very poor people in all

respects. They go about as naked as the day they were born, even the

women, though I saw only one, who was quite young.
8 All the men I

saw were quite young, none older than thirty, all well built, finely
bodied and handsome in the face. Their hair is coarse, almost like a

horse's tail, and short; they wear it short, cut over the brow,
9
except a

few strands ofhair hanging down uncut at the back.

Some paint themselves with black, some with the colour of the

Canary islanders,
10 neither black nor white, others with white, others

with red, others with whatever they can find. Some have only their

face painted, others their whole body, others just their eyes or nose.

They carry no weapons, and are ignorant of them; when I showed
them some swords they took them by the blade and cut themselves.

They have no iron; their darts are just sticks without an iron head,

though some of them have a fish tooth or something else at the tip.

They are all the same size, of good stature, dignified and well
formed. I saw some with scars on their bodies, and made signs to ask
about them, and they indicated to me that people from other islands

nearby came to capture them and they defended themselves. I

thought, and still think, that people from the mainland come here to
take them prisoner. They must be good servants, and intelligent, for I

can see that they quickly repeat everything said to them. I believe they
would readily become Christians; it appeared to me that they have no
religion. With God's will, I will take six of them with me for Your
Majesties when I leave this place, so that they may learn Spanish.

I saw no animals on the island, only parrots.
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Saturday, 13 October

In the early morning many of the islanders came to the beach, all

young, as I have said, tall and handsome, their hair not curly, but
flowing and thick, like horsehair. They are all broader in the forehead
and head than any people I have ever seen, with fine, large eyes. None
of them is black; they are rather the same colour as the folk on the

Canary Islands, which is what one might expect, this island being on
the same latitude as Hierro in the Canaries, which lies due E.

13 October Canoe with several rowers

Their legs are very straight, and they are all the same height, not stout

in the belly but well shaped. They came out to the ship in almadias1

made from a tree-trunk, like a long boat, all of a piece, wonderfully
shaped in the way ofthis land, some big enough to carry forty or fifty

men, others smaller, with only one man. They row them with paddles
like a baker's shovel, very swiftly, and if the boat overturns they all

jump into the sea to turn it over again and bale it out with gourds.
They brought us balls ofcotton thread and parrots and darts and other
little things which it would be tedious to list, and exchanged
everything for whatever we offered them.

I kept my eyes open and tried to find out ifthere was any gold, and I

saw that some of them had a little piece hanging from a hole in their

nose. I gathered from their signs that ifone goes south, or around the

south side of the island, there is a king with great jars full of it,

enormous amounts. I tried to persuade them to go there, but I saw that

the idea was not to their liking.
I decided to wait until tomorrow and then to set off to the
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southwest, for many ofthem seemed to be saying that there is land to

the s and sw and NW, and that the people from the NW often come to

attack them, and continue to the sw in search of gold and precious
stones. This island is large and very flat, with green trees and plenty of

water; there is a large lake in the middle, no mountains, and

everything is green and a delight to the eye. The people are very

gentle; they are so eager for our things that if we refuse to give them

something without getting something in exchange they seize what

they can andjump into the water with it. But they will give whatever

they have for anything one gives them; they even bargained for pieces
ofbroken plate and broken glasses. I saw them take three Portuguese
ceotis, the equivalent ofone Castilian blanca, for sixteen balls ofcotton
which must have contained more than an arroba

2 of thread. I had3

forbidden anyone to take this, except that I had given orders to take it

all for Your Majesties if it was in sufficient quantity. It grows on this

island, though in the little time available I could not swear to this, and
the gold they wear hanging from their noses is also from the island,

but so as not to waste time I wish to set offto see ifI can reach the island

of Cipango.
It is now after nightfall and they have all gone ashore in their

almadias*

Sunday, 14 October
I gave orders at daybreak for the small boat ofthe Santa Maria and the

boats of the two caravels to be got ready, and went along the coast to

the northeast to examine the eastward part of the island, and the

villages, ofwhich I saw two or three. The people kept coming down
to the beach, calling to us and giving thanks to God. Some brought us

water, some food; others, seeing that I did not wish to go ashore,
swam out to us, and we understood them to be asking ifwe had come
from Heaven. 1 One old man climbed into the boat, and the others,
men and women, kept shouting, 'Come and see the men who have
come from Heaven; bring them food and drink/

Many men and women came, each bringing something and giving
thanks to God, throwing themselves on the ground and raising their

hands in the air. They called to us to go ashore, but I was afraid ofa great
reefwhich encircles the whole island, though between it and the shore
there is a deep harbour big enough to hold every ship in Christendom,
with a very narrow entrance channel. There are certainly shoals within
this reef, but the sea inside it is as calm as a millpond.

I bestirred myselfto explore all this this morning so as to be able to

give Your Majesties a description ofit all, and also ofa possible site for
a fort. I saw a piece of land which is virtually an island; there are six
houses on it, and it could be converted into an island with a couple of
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days' work, although I do not see the necessity. These people have
little knowledge offighting, as Your Majesties will see from the seven
I have had captured to take away with us so as to teach them our
language and return them, unless Your Majesties' orders are that they
all be taken to Spain or held captive on the island itself, for with fifty
men one could keep the whole population in subjection and make
them do whatever one wanted.
Near the islet I have described there are groves ofthe most beautiful

trees I ever saw; so green, with their leaves like those in Castile in April
and May. There is also plenty ofwater. I explored the whole harbour,
and then returned to the ship and set sail. I saw so many islands that I

could not decide which to go to first. The men I had captured told me
by-signs that there are so many that they cannot be counted; they gave
me the names ofover a hundred. I therefore looked for the largest, and
decided to sail for it, which is what I am doing now. It must be about
five leagues from this island of San Salvador. Some of the others are

nearer, some further away. They are all very flat and fertile, with no
mountains, and they are all populated and make war on one another,

though these people are very simple, and very finely made.

Monday, 15 October
Last night I lay to for fear of approaching land to anchor before

morning, not knowing ifthe coast was free from shoals, and intending
to increase sail at dawn. The distance was more than five leagues,
nearer seven, and the tide set us back, so that it would be around noon
when I reached the island. I found that the arm ofthe island nearest San
Salvador runs N s, and is five leagues long, and the other, along which
I sailed, runs E w for over ten leagues.
From this island I sighted another larger one to the west, so I

increased sail to press on all day until nightfall, for otherwise I could
not have reached the western cape. I named this island Santa Maria de
la Concepcion.

1
I anchored off the western cape just before sunset to

find out if there was any gold there. The prisoners I took on San
Salvador kept telling me that the people of this island wore great gold
bracelets and legbands, but I thought it was all invention to enable

them to escape. However, my intention being not to pass by any
island without taking possession of it, although taking possession of
one might be taken to serve for them all, I anchored and remained
there until today, Tuesday.
At daybreak I armed the boats and went ashore. There were

numerous people, naked and similar to those on San Salvador. They
let us go about on the island and gave us whatever I asked for. The
wind was strengthening from the southeast, so I decided not to linger,
but set off to return to the ship. A large almadia was alongside the
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Nina, and one of the men from San Salvador who was aboard the

caravel jumped into the sea /and went off in it (another hadjumped
overboard the previous night). Our boat set off after the almadia,

which paddled away so fast that no boat ever built could have

outpaced it, even with a considerable start./
2
Anyway, it reached the

shore and they abandoned it. Some ofmy men landed in pursuit, and
the islanders all fled like chickens. The almadia was taken back on
board the Nina.

By now another small almadia was approaching the Nina from a

different headland with one man in it who had come to barter a ball of
cotton. He did not want to come aboard, so some of the sailors

jumped into the sea and captured him. I saw all this from the deck of
the sterncastle, so I sent for him; I gave him a red bonnet and put a few
little green glass beads on his arm and hung two bells from his ears. I

had him put back in his almadia, which had also been taken aboard the

ship's boat, and sent him back ashore. I then made sail to go to the

other large island which I could see to the westward, and I ordered the

other almadia which the Nina was towing astern to be set adrift.

When the man to whom I had given gifts, refusing his ball ofcotton,
reached the shore I saw that all the others came up to him. He was
amazed and thought that we were good people and that the other who
had escaped was being taken with us because he had done us some
harm. That was my purpose in giving him presents and letting him
go: to make them think well of us, so that when Your Majesties send
someone else here he may be well received. All the things I gave him
would not be worth four maravedis if you put them together.

I set sail, then, at about ten o'clock with the wind SE, veering
southerly, to cross to this other island. It is very large, and all the men
from San Salvador tell me by signs that there is a lot ofgold, which the

people wear as bracelets and legbands, and in their ears and noses, and
round their necks.
From the island of Santa Maria to this new one is nine and a half

leagues, almost due w, and all this part ofthe island runs from NW to
SE. There appears to be at least thirty leagues ofcoast on this side, very
flat, without a hill anywhere, like San Salvador and Santa Maria.
There are sandy beaches all the way, except that there are some
underwater rocks near the shoreline, making it necessary to take care
when anchoring and not to anchor close inshore, although the water is

very clear and one can see the bottom. Two lombard shots from shore
all around these islands one can find no bottom.
The islands are very green and lush, with sweet breezes, and there

may be many things here which I do not know about, because rather
than lingering I wish to explore and investigate many islands in search
of gold. As these people tell me by signs that the folk wear it on their
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arms and legs
- and it is gold they mean, for I showed them some

pieces ofmy own - with God's help I cannot fail to find the source of
it.

Halfway between these two islands, Santa Maria and this larger one
which I am calling Fernandina,

3 we found a man alone in an almadia

making the same crossing as ourselves. He had a piece ofbread as big
as his fist, a calabash of water, a piece of red earth, powdered and
kneaded,

4 and a few dried leaves which must be something of
importance to these people, because they brought me some in San
Salvador. He also had a small basket with a little string of glass beads
and two blancas, so I knew that he had come from San Salvador and
called at Santa Maria on his way to Fernandina. He came alongside the

ship and I let him come aboard at his request. I also made him bring his

almadia on board with him. I let him keep all the things he had with
him, and ordered him to be given bread and honey, and something to

drink. I am going to take him to Fernandina and give him all his

possessions so that he will give a good report ofus, in order that when
Your Majesties, with the grace of God, send men back to this place

they will be received with honour, and we will be given whatever the

island has to offer.

Tuesday, 16 October
I left the islands 1 of Santa Maria de la Concepcion about noon for the

island ofFernandina to the west. 2
It appears very large. Calms all day.

We could not reach the island in time to see the bottom to find a clean

anchorage, which is a thing one must take great care over ifone is not
to lose one's anchors, so I lay to until daybreak, when I came to a

village and anchored. The man whom I found in the almadia in mid-

crossing yesterday had come to the same village, and had given such a

good report ofus that there were almadias alongside the ship all night,

bringing us water and whatever else they had. I gave orders for each of
them to receive something: a few glass beads, ten or a dozen strung

together, or little brass bells of the kind which sell for a maravedi in

Castile, or a few lace ends, all of which made a great impression on
them. When they came aboard ship I ordered them to be given sugar

syrup to eat.

Later, at about the hour of terce,
3

I sent the ship's boat ashore for

water, and the people willingly showed the men where to find it, and
carried the full casks back to the boat for them, and took great delight
in pleasing us.

This island is very large. I have determined to sail all round it, for as

far as I understand there is a gold mine either in or near it. It is eight and
a half leagues almost due w of the island of Santa Maria. The cape to

which I sailed and all the coast on this side run NNW-SSE.4
1 have seen a
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good twenty leagues of the coast, but it went on further. Now, as 1

write this, I have set sail with a south wind to press on around the

whole island arid search until I find Samoet, which is the island or city

where the gold is found, according to all the people who have boarded
the ship here; the people on San Salvador and Santa Maria said the

same.
The people here are like those on the other two islands, with the

same language and ways, except that these seem rather more civilized

and subtle in their dealings; when they have brought cotton and other

little things to the ship I have noticed that they are better at bargaining
over the price than the others. Also I have noticed woven cotton cloths

here like kerchiefs, and the people are more lively, and the women
wear a little cotton thing in front whichjust covers their private part.
The island is very green and flat, and extremely fertile; I can well

believe that they sow and harvest millet5 and their other crops the whole

year round. I have seen many trees very unlike our own, many ofthem
with a host of different branches emerging from the one trunk, one
branch differing from another to such a degree that the variation is

astonishing. For example, one branch had leaves like a cane and another
leaves like a mastic tree, and on the same tree one finds five or six

variationsjust as great. One cannot ascribe this to grafting; they have not
been grafted, but are simply growing wild, untended by the people.

6 As
far as I know the people have no religion. They would, I think, readily
become Christians, for they are intelligent.
The fish here show amazing differences from our own. Some are

like cocks, with the handsomest colouring in the world: blue, yellow,
red, all colours; others are marked in a thousand different ways. No
man could look at them without amazement and delight, the colours
are so beautiful. There are also whales. Ashore I have seen no animals
ofany kind; only parrots and lizards. A ship's boy told me he had seen
a large snake. I have seen no sheep, goats or other beasts. I have not
been here long, for it is only midday, but if there were any I could not
have failed to see some ofthem.

I will describe the circuit of this island when I have completed it.

Wednesday, 17 October
At midday I left the village where we had anchored and taken on water
to sail around this island of Fernandina. Wind sw and s. It was my
intention to follow the coast to the SE, for the whole coast runs NNW-
SSE and I wanted to take that course, s and SE, because according to all

these Indians I have on board, and another from whom I received
directions, the island of Samoet, where the gold is, lies to the south.
However, Martin Alonso Pinz6n, captain of the caravel Pinta, in
which I had put three ofthe Indians, came to tell me that one ofthem
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had told him very clearly that he could sail round the island much
more quickly by heading NNW. Seeing that the wind was unfavour-
able for the course I had planned, and favourable for the other, I set sail

to the NNW. As we approached the headland ofthe island, two leagues
from it, I found a fine harbour with a mouth, or rather two mouths,
both very narrow, for there is a small island in the middle, and enough
space inside to take a hundred ships, given sufficient depth of water
and clean anchorage, and enough depth at the mouth.

I thought it wise to explore it properly and take soundings, so I

anchored off the mouth and went in with all the ships' boats, and we
found that there was no depth ofwater, I had thought when I first saw
it that it was the mouth ofa river, so I had had casks brought to take on
water, and on land I found eight or ten men who came and showed us
where the village was, close by. I sent the crew for water, some armed
and others carrying the casks, and they came back with the water.
As it was some distance away I had two hours to wait, and I spent

them walking in the trees, the most beautiful sight ever seen: so much
greenery, as green as Maytime in Andalusia, and the trees all as

different from our own as night is from day, as is everything else, the

fruits, the plants and the stones. Certain trees, it is true, were of a

similar type to some which grow in Castile, but this only increased the

variety, and there were so many of the other kinds that no one could
list them, nor compare them to any in Castile.

All the people are like the ones I have described earlier: the same

appearance and height, and naked too. They exchanged their posses-
sions for whatever one gave them; I saw some ofthe ship's boys giving

17 October Hammock
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them pieces ofbroken dishes and glass in exchange for darts. The men
who went for the water told me that they had gone into the people's
houses and found them very clean and well kept inside; the beds and

containers are like nets made of cotton.
1

The houses are shaped like a campaign tent, very high, with good
chimneys,

2 but of the many villages I have seen none has exceeded

twelve or fifteen houses. My men noticed that the married women
here wear cotton breeches; not the girls, except a few aged about

eighteen. There were mastiffdogs and hunting hounds, and one they
saw had a piece ofgold in its nose like half a castellano

3 with letters on
it. I was angry with them for not having bargained for it and given
whatever price was asked, so that we could have examined it and
found out whose money it was; they told me they had not dared.

I returned aboard with the water, made sail and set off to the NW,
continuing until I had explored all that part of the island as far as the

coast which runs E-w, at which point all the Indians told me again that

this island was smaller than the island of Samoet and that it would be
better to turn back so as to reach it more quickly. The wind then fell

away and veered WNW, which was contrary for retracing our course,
so I went about and sailed ESE all last night, sometimes due E and
sometimes SE, to get away from the coast, because there were heavy
clouds and the atmosphere was very close.

4 The [wind] was light
5 and

did not enable us to reach land to anchor.
After midnight it rained hard almost until dawn, and it is still cloudy

and threatening rain. We are now off the southeastern cape, where I

am hoping to anchor until it clears enough for me to see the other
islands which I have to visit. There has been rain, light or heavy, every
day since I arrived in the Indies. Rest assured, Your Majesties, that this

land is the finest, most fertile, level, rich and temperate on the face of
the earth.

Thursday, 18 October
When the weather cleared I followed the wind and sailed round the
island as far as I could. When it was no longer suitable weather for

sailing I anchored, but I did not go ashore, and at daybreak I made sail

again.

Friday, 19 October
At daybreak I weighed anchor and sent the caravel Pinta offto the ESE,
and the Nina SSE, and I in the Santa Maria1 steered SE. I gave orders
that they should stay on these courses until noon and then come about
and sail back to rejoin me. After less than three hours' sailing we
sighted an island to the E. We braced up and headed for it, and the three
vessels reached it before noon at its northern point, where there is an
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islet and a reefrunning ofFit to the N, and another2 between it and the
island proper. The men from San Salvador whom I have on board told
me that its name is Samoet; I have named it Isabela. 3 The wind was
northerly, and the islet I mentioned is on course for the island of
Fernandina, on a line E-W ofmy departure point from there. From the
islet the coast ran westward^ for twelve and a half leagues to a

headland. I have called the cape here at the western end Cabo
Hermoso, 5 and it is indeed beautiful, round and with plenty of depth
ofwater, with no shoals. The shore is oflow rocks, changing to sandy
beaches further in, which extend along most of this coast. I anchored
there last night, Friday, until this morning.

Nearly all the coast and the part ofthe island I have seen are sandy,
and the island is the most beautiful sight I ever saw; the others are

lovely, but this is lovelier. There are many tall, green trees, and the
land is higher than on the other islands we have discovered, with a few
hilltops-nothing one could call a mountain, but sufficient to make the
rest more beautiful by contrast - and there appear to be numerous
streams in the middle of the island.

On this side the coast turns NE, forming a large bay, with many
dense, tall woods. I tried to anchor in the bay, to go ashore and explore
all this beauty, but the bottom was shoaly. I could only anchor well

offshore, and there was a fair wind for this cape where I have now
anchored, which I have called Cabo Hermoso, for beautiful it is. That
was my reason for not anchoring in the bay, and I could see this cape
from there, so green and fair, like all the land and everything else on
these islands; I do not know where to go first, and my eyes never

weary of seeing such marvellous vegetation, 'so different from our
own.

I have no doubt there must be many plants and trees which would
be valuable in Spain for tinctures and medicinal spices, but I am very
sorry to say that I am unfamiliar with them. As we neared this cape we
were met by the soft, balmy smell ofthe trees and flowers ashore, the

sweetest fragrance in the world.
Before I sail tomorrow I shall go ashore to see what there is on the

cape. The village is not here, but further inland; the men I have with
me say the king lives there, and wears a lot of gold. In the morning I

plan to go far enough to find the village and to see or speak with this

king. The men I have with me tell me by signs that he rules all these

neighbouring islands and wears clothes and has a lot of gold about
him. I have no great faith in what they tell me, partly because ofmy
difficulty in understanding them, but also because I know they have so

little gold themselves that whatever small amount the king has will

seem a lot to them.
I believe that this cape I have called Cabo Hermoso is a separate
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island from Samoet, and that there is another, smaller one in between.

I do not wish to explore too much in detail, for I could not do it in fifty

years; I wish to see and discover as much as I can, so as to return to

Your Majesties, with God's grace, in April. If I find any quantity of

gold or spices, I shall, ofcourse, linger until I have gathered as much as

I can; at present I can only keep moving until I come across them.

Saturday, 20 October

At daybreak today I weighed anchor off the southwest cape of this

island of Samoet. I have called the island Isabela and the cape Cabo de
la Laguna,

1 My intention was to sail to the northeast and east via the

southeastern and southern part, where I understand from these men I

have with me that the village and the king are to be found. I found so

little depth ofwater that I could not get in or sail to it, and seeing that

the route by the southwest was a long way round I decided to return

on the course I had taken towards the NNE on the western side and to

sail back round the island . . .

2 The wind was so light that I was unable
to keep along the coast except at night, and since anchoring in these

islands is perilous except in daylight when one can see where one is

dropping anchor, for the bottom is all patchy, some clean and some
foul, I sailed off and on all night. The caravels anchored because they
made land sooner, and they expected me to go in to anchor in response
to their usual signals, but I decided against it.

Sunday, 21 October
I reached this headland ofthe islet at ten o'clock and dropped anchor.
The caravels did the same. After eating I went ashore, where the only
habitation nearby was an empty house. All the household equipment
was still inside, so I think the people must have run away in fear. I

ordered nothing to be touched; instead I set offwith my captains and
the men to explore the island. The ones we have seen previously were
beautifully green and fertile, but this one is much more so, with great
woods, very green. There are large lagoons, and the woods along the
shore and all around are a wonder to behold. Here and all over the
island the trees and plants are as green as in Andalusia in April, and the

song ofthe birds makes a man want never to leave. There are flocks of
parrots so big that they darken the sun, and birds ofamazing variety,
very different from our own. The trees, too, are of a thousand kinds,
each with its own fruit and pleasant fragrance; it grieves my heart not
to recognize them, for I am sure they must all be useful. I am taking
samples of them all, and ofthe plants.
As we walked round one of the lagoons I saw a serpent

1 which we
killed; I am bringing Your Majesties the skin. It jumped into the

lagoon when it saw us and we chased it through the shallow water and
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21 October Iguana

killed it with spears. /It is seven feet long, and a good foot across the

belly./
2

I think there must be many of them in this lagoon. I

recognized aloe plants
3
here, and I have decided that tomorrow I will

have ten quintals of it brought abroad, for I understand that it is

valuable.

While looking for water we went to a village nearby, half a league
from where I am anchored. When the people heard us coming they left

their houses and ran away, hiding their clothes and possessions in the

undergrowth. I forbade the men to take even the smallest thing. Then
some ofthe Indians approached us, and one came up to us. I gave him a

few bells and glass beads, which pleased him very much, and in order
to foster friendship and ask for something in return I had a request put
to him for water. When I had returned to the ship they came down to

the shore with their calabashes fall and gave us the water with signs of

pleasure. I ordered them to be given another string of beads and they
said they would return in the morning.

I should like to fill all our water containers while we are here, and

then, if I have time, I shall set off to sail round this island until I find

and talk to the king, and see ifI may obtain from him some ofthe gold
which I am told he wears. Then I shall set off for another, very large
island which I think must be Cipango, judging by the indications

given me by these Indians I have on board. They call it Colba,
4 and say

that there are many big ships there, and seafarers,
5 and that it is very

large. From there I shall go to another island called Bohio,
6 also very

large, according to them. The ones in between I shall observe in

passing, and depending on what store of gold or spices I find I shall

decide what to do. But I am still determined to continue to the

mainland, to the city ofQuinsay, and to give Your Majesties* letters to

the Great Khan and return with his reply.
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Wednesday, 21 November
I sailed E at sunrise with the wind s. Made only a small distance because

of the contrary sea, nineteen miles by the hour ofvespers. The wind
then backed to E and we sailed $ by E, nine and a half miles by sunset.

I took a sight and found us forty-two degrees to the north of the

equinoctial line, the same as in the harbour ofMares, but I have now
hung up my quadrant until we reach port where I can have it adjusted;
we cannot be so far north. 1

1 am disturbed by finding the Pole Star as

high as in Castile; it is too warm for that.^ The heat makes me think

that these islands and the area through which I am sailing must contain

a lot of gold.
Today Martin Alonso Pinzon has sailed away on his own in the

Pinta without my permission, moved by greed. He believes that an
Indian I ordered him to take aboard his ship will give him a lot ofgold.
He went without waiting, not through stress of weather but because
he chose to. He has gone against me in word and deed many times
before.

Thursday, 22 November
On Wednesday night I sailed s by E with the wind E, almost calm. In
the third watch the wind backed NNE. I continued s to see the land
which lies in that quarter, and at sunrise I found the land as far away as

the day before, thirty-two miles, because ofthe adverse currents. Last

night Martin Alonso Pinzon sailed on E for the island of Babeque,
where the Indians say there are large amounts ofgold. He was in sight
about thirteen miles from us. I stayed on course for the land all night,

*

and I shortened sail and had a lantern hoisted because I thought he was
sailing towards us; it was a bright, clear night with a favourable wind
for rejoining us.

Friday, 23 November
Sailed s all day in light winds towards the land, set back all the time by
the current, so that we were further from land at sunset than in the

morning. The wind was ENE, a fair enough wind for sailing s, but

light.
Close on this cape lies another land or cape, also running E. The

Indians call it Bohio, and say it is very large and inhabited by another

people with one eye in their forehead, and others whom they call

cannibals, ofwhom they are very afraid. When they saw that we were
sailing on this course they could not speak; the people eat them, and
are very well armed. I believe there is some truth in this, but ifthey are
armed they must be people of intelligence. I think they must have
taken some captives, and when they did not return it was probably
thought that they had been eaten. The Indians thought the same thing
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about me and the ship's company when some of them saw us for the
first time.

Saturday, 24 November
Sailed on all night, and in the morning at the hour ofterce reached the
flat island,

1 in the same place as last week on our way to Babeque. At
first I did not dare approach the land, for it appeared that the sea was
very rough in that division between the mountains. At last we reached
the Mar de Nuestra Senora, the one with the many islands, and
entered the harbour2 at the mouth ofthe channel to the islands. IfI had
known of this harbour at first and had not spent time exploring the
islands in the Mar de Nuestra Senora, it would not have been
necessary to turn back, although my time exploring the islands was
not wasted.
On reaching land I sent the boat to take soundings in the harbour,

and they found a good bar and a depth of between six and twenty
fathoms, all clean sand. I sailed in with our bows to the sw and then
turned w, with the flat island to the N. This island and another form a

sea lagoon which would hold the whole Spanish fleet without
hawsers, safe from every wind that blew.

This entrance on the southeastern side, which can be entered with
one's bows heading ssw, has a way out, very wide and deep, at its

western end, so that one can sail between the islands. To assist anyone
coming from the north, which is the course for this coast,

3 to

recognize the islands, they lie at the foot of a great long mountain
which runs E w, longer and higher than any ofthe others on this coast,
which has many ofthem, and outside them is a reefrunning parallel to

the mountain, like a bar as far as the entrance. All this is on the

southeastern side, and there is another reefon the same side as the flat

island, though this one is smaller, and between the two there is ample
width and depth, as I have explained.

Later, at the entrance on the southeastern side, within the harbour
itself, we saw a large and beautiful river, with more water in it than

any we have seen hitherto, and it is fresh water down to the mouth.
There is a bank at the mouth, but inside there is a depth ofeight or nine
fathoms. It is all surrounded by palm trees and woods like the others.

Sunday, 25 November
Before sunrise I went in the boat to look at a cape or point ofland to the
southeast of the flat island, about a league and a half away, where I

thought there must be another good river. A couple ofcrossbow shots

after doubling the cape, on its southeastern side, I found a large and
beautiful stream of water rushing noisily down from a mountain. I

went to the river and saw stones glittering in it, with patches ofgolden
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colour in them, and I recalled that gold was found in the river Tagus at

its junction with the sea. I felt sure this river must contain gold, and I

ordered some of the stones to be gathered to bring home to Your

Majesties.
While this was happening some ofthe ship's boys shouted that they

could see pine woods. I looked up into the mountains and saw the

trees, tall and splendid, bigger and straighter than I can well describe,

like thick and thin spindles, and now I know that ships could be built

here; there is an endless supply ofplanking and masts for the biggest

ships in Spain. I saw oak and strawberry trees, and a good river and
materials for water-powered sawmills.

The land and the breezes are cooler than hitherto, because of the

height of these beautiful mountains. On the shore I saw many other

stones the colour ofiron, and others which some ofthe crew said had
come from silver mines, all washed down by the river. I had a

mizzenmast and yard cut for the Nina.
We came to the mouth ofthe river and into an inlet at the foot ofthe

cape on the southeastern side, very wide and deep, the finest harbour a

man ever saw; a hundred ships could lie there without mooring ropes
or anchors. The mountains are very high, with many beautiful

streams running down, and all the hills are covered in pine trees, and
there are the most lovely and varied woods everywhere. We left

another two or three rivers behind us.

It has given me incalculable pleasure andjoy, Your Majesties, to see

all this, especially the pine trees, for one could build as many ships here
as one wished ifone brought in the equipment; wood is here in plenty
and pitch could be easily made. I am not giving it the hundredth part of
the praise it deserves; it has pleased Our Lord always to show me
something finer than before, and in all my discoveries things have
grown better and better: the lands, the woods, the plants, the fruit and
flowers, and the people; always different, wherever I have gone. I am
full of wonder at the sight of it; how much more wonderful it will
seem to those who hear ofit, for no one will believe it unless they see it

with their own eyes.

Monday, 26 November

Weighed anchor at sunrise from where we were lying in the harbour
of Santa Catalina, on the inside of the flat island, and sailed along the
coast with a light southwesterly wind towards the Cabo del Pico1 to
the southeast. We took a long time to reach the cape because the wind
fell away. On reaching it we saw another headland lying SE by E about
fifty miles beyond it, and another closer to us, about fifteen miles SE by
s, which I have called the Cabo de Campana.

2 We failed to make it

before nightfall because the wind fell away to a dead calm. The day's
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run was about twenty-four and a half miles, or eight leagues, in the
course ofwhich I sighted and marked nine notable harbours, which all

the men agreed were very fine, and five large rivers. I was keeping
close inshore so as to see everything.
The whole country consists oflofty and beautiful mountains, not dry

and rocky, but all walkable, with fair valleys. Hills and valleys alike are
covered in tall, fresh trees which are a glory to the eye; many of them
look like pines. Behind the Cabo del Pico, on the southeastern side, are

two small islands, each about two leagues in circumference, and to their

landward side are three splendid harbours and two large rivers.

We have sighted no habitations from the sea anywhere on this coast.

It may be populated, and there are indications that it is; wherever we
went ashore we found signs ofpeople and the remains ofmany fires.

The land which we sighted today to the southeast of the Cabo de

Campana must be the island which the Indians call Bohio, because
there is some distance between it and the cape. All the people I have
found so far are terrified ofthe 'Caniba' or 'Canima', who they say live

on the island ofBohio, which must be very large. I believe they come
to seize these people's land and houses because they are so cowardly
and unskilful in fighting. I think these Indians whom we have on
board live away from the coast because they are so close to this island

of Bohio; when they saw me altering course for there they could not

speak for fear that they were going to be eaten, and I could not reassure
them. They say the Bohio people have faces like dogs and only one

eye. I think they are lying; the people who take them captive must be
under the rule of the Great Khan.

Tuesday, 27 November
At sunset yesterday we were approaching a cape which I called

Campana. The sky being clear and the wind light I decided not to sail

inshore to anchor, although I had five or six excellent harbours to

leeward, because I am lingering more than I intended, such are the

appetite and delight aroused in me by the beauty and freshness ofthese
islands everywhere I go, and I must not delay in my pursuit of my
aims. I therefore spent the night hove-to orjogging off and on1

until

daybreak.
The tides and currents had carried us more than five or six leagues

in the night from where we had been off the land of Campana at

nightfall, and beyond the cape we sighted a great opening which

appeared to divide one land from another, with what appeared to be an
island in the middle. I decided to sail back, the wind being sw, and

coming to where we had seen the opening I found that it was only a

great bay, with a cape at the southeastern end ofit and a high, square
mountain2 which looked like an island.
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The wind veered suddenly N, and I changed course back to SE to run

along the coast and see what it held. At the foot of the Cabo de

Campana I saw an excellent harbour and a fine river, and a quarter-

league from there another river, and a half-league on another, and a

half-league on another, and after a further half-league another, and
then a quarter-league on another, and a league further on yet another

large river, about fifteen miles from Cabo de Campana. These are all

to the SE of the cape, and most of them have fine entrance channels,
wide and clear, and form splendid harbours for large ships, with no
sandbanks or rocks or reefs.

On our way along the coast to the southeast ofthis last river I found
a large village, the biggest so far, with huge numbers of people
coming down to the shore shouting, all naked with assegais

3 in their

hands. Wishing to talk to them, I furled all sail and anchored. I sent the

boats ashore from both vessels with orders not to harm the Indians or
to suffer any harm, and to give them a few trifles of barter goods.
The Indians made gestures ofresistance, indicating that they would

not let the men land, but when they saw that the boats were

approaching the shore and our men were not afraid they ran away
from the sea. Thinking that if only two or three men got out of the
boats the Indians would not be afraid, two ofmy men went ashore and
told them in their own language not to be afraid; they know a little of
the language from the Indians we have with us. Finally all the Indians,
men and boys, ran away.
The three [sic] men went to look at the houses, which are made of

straw and similar to the others we have seen, and found them all

empty of people and stripped of possessions. They came back on
board and we made sail at noon to go to a handsome headland to the

east, about eight leagues away. After sailing half a league across the

bay I sighted a most excellent harbour4 on the southern side, and to the
southeast a most beautiful stretch ofcountry, including a rolling plain
surrounded by mountains, with large columns ofsmoke and villages
in it, and the land well tilled. I therefore decided to go ashore in this

harbour to see if I could have some converse or dealings with them.
Whatever I have said about the other harbours, this one is even

finer, such is the lie ofthe land around it, the terrain so kindly and well

populated. The beauty of the landscape and the woods is wonderful,
with pines and palm trees, and so is the great plain running to the
southwest. It is not completely flat, but is composed oflow, rolling
hills, the loveliest sight in all the world, with many streams running
down from the mountains and out across it.

We anchored, and I got down into the boat to take soundings in the
harbour, which is shaped like a flat dish. /Going

5 in the boats to the
south ofthe harbour mouth, I found a river which a galley could row
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into comfortably. It was invisible except from close to, but was so
beautiful that I was tempted to go a boat's length into it, where I

found a depth ofup to eight fathoms. I continued upriver in the boats
for a good distance. The beauty and freshness of the river, so clear
that we could see the sand on the bottom; all the various sorts of
palm tree, taller and more beautiful than any I have encountered
before; the endless variety ofother trees, so tall and green; the birds;
the greenness ofthe level ground - all this made me want to stay here
forever.

The loveliness ofthis country, Your Majesties, is so marvellous; it

surpasses all others in amenity and beauty as daylight exceeds night. I

have said repeatedly to my men that, whatever efforts I make to tell

Your Majesties about it, my tongue
6 could not tell the whole truth, or

my hand set it down. Truly, I was dumbfounded by the sight of so
much beauty, and find myselfunable to describe it adequately. I have
already written everything I could about the other places, their trees

and fruits, their plants, their harbours and all their splendours,
without doing them justice. Everyone has said that nowhere else

could be more beautiful. I will write no more now; I hope that other
men will see it and wish to describe it in writing, and do so rather

better, if they can be as felicitous in describing it as the beauty of the

place deserves./
I will not attempt to describe the extent ofthe benefits to be gained

from this place. Certainly, Your Majesties, there must be countless
useful things in lands such as these, but I am not lingering in any one
harbour because I prefer to explore as many more lands as I can so as

to describe them to Your Majesties. Moreover, I do not know the

language; the people do not understand me, nor I them, nor any ofmy
company. I often misunderstand what these Indians I have on board
tell me, and I do not trust them, for they have tried repeatedly to

escape. But now, God willing, I shall see whatever I can, understand-

ing and learning gradually, and I shall have the language taught to one
of my people, for I can see that so far the same language is spoken
everywhere. Then it will be possible to find out which things are

useful and to convert these people to Christianity. It will be easy, for

they have no faith and do not worship idols; Your Majesties will have
a city and a fort built here and these lands will be converted.

I assure Your Majesties that there can be no finer lands under the sun
for their fertility, their freedom from extremes of heat and cold, and
their abundance ofhealthy water; not like the rivers ofGuinea, which
are full of disease, for praise be to God not a single member of my
company has had so much as a headache or taken to his bed ill, except
one old man with the stone, which he has suffered from all his life, and
he recovered in a couple ofdays. I am writing here ofall three ships. So
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it will please God, Your Majesties, to see learned men come here or be
sent by you, for they will then see the truth of it all.

I have written earlier ofthe site for a town and fortress on the river

Mares, with its fine harbour and surroundings. All that I said was true

enough, but there is no comparing the river Mares or the Mar de
Nuestra Senora with this place. There must be large settlements inland

here, with hosts of people, and things of great profit. For if

Christendom is to enter into trade with all the places I have discovered

so far, and hope to find before I return home, how much more, I say,
must Spain, to whom it must all be subject. And Your Majesties, in

my opinion, should not allow any foreigner to do business or gain a

foothold here, but only Catholic Christians, for that is the beginning
and end of the whole enterprise; it should be for the growth and glory
of the Christian faith, and you should allow no one but good
Christians to come here.

I went upriver and found several tributaries, and going around the

harbour I found a beautiful wood at the mouth of the river, like a

delightful orchard, and a canoe made from a single timber. It was as

big as a twelve-seater_/sta,
7 and had been drawn up under a boathouse

or canopy ofwood thatched with large palm leaves so that neither sun
nor water could harm it.

This would be a fine place to build a town or city and a fortress,
what with the good harbour, the sweet water and kindly land, the

pleasant surroundings and the large supply of timber.

Wednesday, 28 November
Remained in harbour all day because of rain and heavy cloud,

although the wind was sw. This would have been a favourable and
following wind for running down the coast, but since it was difficult

to make out the land and unfamiliarity with the coast only runs the

ships into danger I remained at anchor. The men went ashore from
both ships. Some ofthem went inland a little to wash their clothes, and
found large villages with all the houses empty, the people having run
away. They came back down a different river, larger than the one
which flows into the harbour close to us.

Thursday, 29 November
Remained in harbour, the rain persisting and the sky still cloudy.
Some ofthe men went to another village near the northwestern side of
the harbour, but found the houses completely empty. On the way
they came across an old man who had not been able to run away. They
captured him but told him that they wished him no harm and gave
him a few oddments of barter goods, then they let him go. I wish I

had seen him, so as to have given him some clothes and asked him
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questions, for I am very much taken with the attractions of this land
and the possibilities it offers for colonization. 1

1 am sure there must be

large settlements here. In one house the men found a cake of wax,
which I am bringing home to Your Majesties; where there is wax there
must be a thousand other good things.

2

In another house they found a man's head in a basket, covered by
another basket, hanging on one ofthe posts, and another the same in a

different village. They must be the heads ofsome important ancestor,
for the houses are big enough for many people to live together in

them, all probably descended from one man.

Friday, 30 November
We could not sail because of an E wind, directly contrary to my
planned course. I sent eight armed men with two ofthe Indians from
the ship to explore the villages inland and talk to the people. They
found many houses, all empty, the inhabitants having fled. They saw
four young men digging in the fields, who fled as soon as they saw
them and could not be caught.
They walked a long way, seeing many villages. The land was very

fertile and all in cultivation, with big rivers. Near one of them they
came across a canoe ninety-five handspans long, beautifully made
from a single timber, big enough to carry a hundred and fifty people.

Saturday, i December
The same contrary wind and heavy rain prevented us from sailing. I

set up a large cross on an outcrop of rocks at the entrance to this

harbour, which I have called Puerto Santo.
1

1 put it on the point on the

southeastern side of the entrance channel.

Anyone seeking to enter this harbour should approach closer to the

point on the northwestern side than to the other one on the

southeastern side. There is twelve fathoms' depth and a good clean

bottom off both points on a line with the crag, but offthe SE point at

the entrance to the harbour there is a bank which dries out, although
far enough from the point for a ship to pass inside it if necessary, for

there is a depth oftwelve or fifteen fathoms between the bank and the

point, and when entering harbour the bows should be headed sw.

Sunday, 2 December
Still unable to sail because of adverse winds. There is a land breeze

every single night. All the storms in the world need not trouble any
ships anchored here; the force ofthe sea would be broken by the bank
at the mouth [.

. .]* One ofthe apprentice seamen found some stones

in the river which appear to have gold in them; I am bringing them
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back to show Your Majesties. There are other large rivers here, within

a lornbard shot.

Monday, 3 December
Still unable to leave harbour because ofadverse weather. I decided to

go to explore a beautiful headland a quarter ofa league to the southeast

of the harbour. I took a few armed men in the boats. Just beside the

headland we found the mouth of a fine river, which one may enter

with the bows to the southeast. It is a hundred yards wide,
! with a

fathom's depth at the mouth, but inside we found twelve fathoms, or

five, or four, or two, and it would hold all the ships in Spain.
We went ashore from a tributary ofthis river, and making our way

SE we found a cove where there were five very large almadias, which
the Indians call canoes,

2
like/wsto, beautifully worked. At the foot of

the mountain the land was all tilled. The canoes were under some very
thick trees, and we went up a track leading from them and found a

boathouse, all neat and covered against the sun and rain, with another
canoe made from a single timber like the others, like a seventeen-

benchfusta. Its beauty and workmanship were a marvel to the eye.
We climbed up a hill as far as a fiat area which we found sown with

many kinds of vegetables and calabashes, very pleasing to the eye. In

the middle ofit was a large village. We came suddenly on the people of
the village, who fled when they saw us, men and women alike. The
Indian I had with me reassured them and told them not to be afraid, for

we were good people. I told the men to give them some little bells and
brass rings and green and yellow glass beads, with which they were
very pleased, for I could see that they had no gold or other precious
things about them, and I thought it enough to leave them feeling
secure.

The whole area was populated, and the other people had run away
in fear. I assure Your Majesties that ten men could put ten thousand of
them to flight. They are so cowardly and timid that they do not even
carry real weapons, just staffs with a little sharp stick burned to a point
on the end. I decided to return. We took all the staffs away from them
without difficulty, bartering for them all.

Returning to where we had left the boats, I sent a few men to where
we had gone up the hill, for I thought I had seen a large beehive. 3

Before they came back a large number of Indians gathered and
approached the boats, into which the men and I had withdrawn. One
ofthem waded into the river as far as the stern ofthe boat and made a

long speech which I did not understand, except that from time to time
the rest ofthe Indians raised their hands high and gave a great shout. I

thought they were reassuring us that they were pleased by our arrival,
but then I saw that the Indian I had with me was turning as yellow as
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wax, and trembling, and he made signs to me that we should leave the
river because they wanted to kill us. He went to one ofmy men who
had a crossbow loaded and drawn, and showed it to the Indians,

telling them, I think, that we would kill them all and that the crossbow
could shoot a long way and was deadly. He also took a sword and
drew it and showed it to them, saying something similar. When they
heard this they all ran away, but our Indian went on trembling from
faint-heartedness and cowardice, although he is a strong, well-built

man.
I refused to leave the river; instead I made the men row the boat to

the shore where the Indians were standing, a great crowd ofthem, all

painted red and as naked as the day they were born, some ofthem with

plumes on their heads, and other feathers, and all carrying bunches of
assegais. I went up to them and gave them a few scraps of bread and
asked them for the assegais, giving in exchange a little bell to some, a

little brass ring to others, a few small beads to others. In this way I

calmed them down and they all came down to the boats and gave us

everything they had in exchange for whatever we chose to give them.
The sailors had killed a turtle and the shell was in pieces in the boat,
and the ship's boys were giving a piece the size of a fingernail and

receiving a handful of spears from the Indians.

They are like the other people I have seen, with the same beliefs;
4

they thought we had come from Heaven. They will give you
whatever they have, straight away, in exchange for anything at all,

never saying that it is not enough, and I think they would do the same
with spices and gold if they had them.

I saw one beautiful house, not very large, with two doors like all the

rest, and when I went in I found a marvellous construction, divided as

it were into chambers5 in a way which I cannot describe, with shells

and other things hanging from the roof. I thought it was a temple, and
I called them and made signs to ask ifthey said prayers in it. They said

no, and one of them climbed up and was giving me everything the

place contained, some of which I accepted.

Tuesday, 4 December
Made sail in light winds and left the harbour of Puerto Santo. After

two leagues I saw a fine river, the one I mentioned yesterday. I sailed

along the coast, past the cape, and then all down the coast from ESE to

WNW as far as Cabo Lindo,
1 which is E by s of Cabo del Monte. It is

five leagues from one cape to the other. A league and a halffrom Cabo
del Monte is a substantial, rather narrow river, which seems to have a

good entrance channel and to be very deep. Three-quarters ofa league
from there I saw another very large river, which must be very long. At
the mouth it is a hundred yards wide, with no bank across it, and a
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Thursday, 13 December
The three men I sent off with the woman returned at three o'clock in

the morning. They had not gone as far as the village with her, either

because they thought it was too far or because they were afraid. They
said large numbers of people would come to the ships another day,
reassured by what the woman will have told them. As I wish to learn

whether this land holds anything useful and to speak with the people
of such a fertile and beautiful place, to induce them to become the

subjects ofYour Majesties, I decided to send more men to the village,
for I am confident that the Indian woman will have taken the news that

we are good people. I therefore chose nine men, well armed and

capable ofcarrying out such an enterprise, and sent one ofthe Indians

with them.

They went to a village four and a half leagues SE, in a great broad

valley, and found it quite empty, the Indians having left everything
and run away inland as soon as they detected the men's approach. The
Indian accompanying my men ran after them shouting to them to

have no fear, for my men were not from Caniba, but from Heaven,
and were giving away many fine things to everyone they came across.

What he said impressed them so much that over two thousand ofthem
carne back, and they all kept coming up to put their hands on my
men's heads as a sign of great reverence and friendship.
The men said that when the Indians had lost their fear they all went

offto their houses and each ofthem brought food: bread made from
/ roots which they sow for the purpose,/

1
fish and whatever else they

had. It seems that because the Indians whom I brought in the ship
had understood that I wanted a parrot or two, and the one who
accompanied the men told the islanders as much, they brought
parrots, and they gave the men whatever they asked for without
seeking any payment. They begged them not to leave tonight, and
promised them many other things which they had in the mountains.
While my men were with these people they saw a great throng or

column ofIndians approaching, including the husband ofthe woman
whom I had sent home in honour. They were carrying the woman on
their shoulders, and coming to thank us for the honour and gifts
bestowed on her. My men told me that all the people were more
handsome and fine than any they had seen hitherto; I do not know
how this could be, for all the ones we have met on the other islands
have been splendid people. My men say that there is no comparison
with them in their beauty, both men and women. They are lighter
skinned than the others, and they saw two young women among
them light enough to be Spanish.
They also told me that the land they saw was so kindly and lovely

that the finest areas of Castile are not to be compared with it. This I
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know for myselffrom the lands I have seen and the country here, but

they told me that what I can see here does not approach the fairness of
that valley, which exceeds the beauty of the countryside around
Cordoba as the day exceeds the night. All the land there is worked,
and a great wide river runs through the valley and irrigates all the
fields. The trees are all green and laden with fruit; all the plants tall and
in flower. The roads are broad and the air as sweet as April in Castile,
and the nightingale and other little birds singing as they do in Spain in

the same month, the sweetest joy in the world. At night there were
small birds singing sweetly, and the noise ofthe frogs and crickets was
everywhere. The fish were the same as in Spain. They saw many
mastic trees and aloe and cotton plants, but found no gold. One could

hardly expect it in so short a time.

I made a check on the length of night and day and the time from
sunrise to sunset, which I found to be twenty half-hour glasses, though
there may be some inaccuracy due to the glass not being turned

immediately or to some ofthe sand not running through. I also found

by the quadrant that we are thirty-four degrees from the equinoctial
line.

2

Friday, 14 December
Sailed from Puerto de la Concepcion with the land breeze, which soon
fell away to a calm, as it has done every day we have been here. We
then had an easterly wind, and sailed NNE for the island of Tortuga,
where we saw a point which I called Punta Pierna1 about nine mUes
ENE ofthe head ofthe island, and from there we sighted another which
I called Punta Lanzada,

2 about thirteen miles on the same course,

NNE,
3 so from the head of Tortuga to Punta Aguda must be about

thirty-five miles, or twelve leagues, bearing ENE. We sailed past long
sandy beaches. This island ofTortuga is high, but not mountainous, a

comely land and well populated, like Espanola, with the ground all

under cultivation; it is like looking at the countryside around
Cordoba.
The wind being unfavourable for the island ofBabeque, I decided to

return to Puerto de la Concepcion. We were unable to make a river

two leagues E of the harbour.

Saturday, 15 December
Left Puerto de la Concepcion again. As soon as we were out of
harbour the wind came E, contrary to my planned course, so I steered

for Tortuga. Having come close to it I came about to explore the river

which I wished to sail into and examine yesterday and could not. 1

Again I failed to make the river itself, but anchored half a league to

leeward of it, off a beach, in a good clean anchorage.
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We moored the ships and I set off in the boats to explore the river,

entering first an opening less than half a league away, which was not
the mouth of the river. We came out again and found the mouth,
where there was less than a fathom's depth, and the river was running
very swiftly.
We went in with the boats to try to reach the villages which the men

I sent the day before yesterday saw. I had the mooring ropes taken
ashore and the men pulled the boats two lombard shots upriver, but
we could make no more progress because ofthe weight ofthe current.

I saw a few houses and the big valley with the villages, and the river

running through the middle; I never saw anything more beautiful. I

also saw people near the mouth of the river, but they all ran away.
The people must suffer frequent attacks, for they live in terror;

whenever we arrive somewhere they make smoke signals from their

watch places all over the country, more so in this island of Espanola
and in Tortuga than on the other islands we have been to. I have called

the valley Valle del Paraiso, and the river the Guadalquivir, because
it is the same size as the Guadalquivir at Cordoba. The banks are
beautiful shingle, and all easy walking.

Sunday, 16 December
Set sail to leave the bay at midnight with a light breeze from the land.
As we came along the coast ofEspanola, sailing close-hauled because
the wind came E at the hour of terce, we came across a canoe with a

single Indian in it, halfway across the bay. I was amazed that he could

stay afloat in such a wind. I had him and the canoe brought on board
ship, and made much ofhim, giving him glass beads, hawk bells and
brass rings. I took him as far as land, about thirteen miles, to a village

1

on the sea shore where we anchored in good ground, just offthe beach
near the village.

16 December Canoe with single rower
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Sunday, 30 December
I went ashore to eat, and arrived just after five kings who are the

subjects of the king here. His name is Guacanagari. All five were
wearing crowns to indicate their great authority. Your Majesties
would have enjoyed seeing them; /I believe King Guacanagari must
have ordered them to come to demonstrate his importance./

1

As I reached the shore he came to greet me. He led me by the arm to

the same house as yesterday, with the dais and chairs, and sat me
down. Then he took offhis crown and put it on my head, and I took
offa necklace of fine red agates and beautiful multicoloured beads, all

very handsome, and put it around his neck. I also took offa fine scarlet

hooded cape which I was wearing, and put it on him, and I sent for a

pair ofred slippers which I put on his feet. I placed a silver ring on his

finger, for I was told that they had been very eager to acquire a silver

ring that one of the seamen was wearing.
He was very pleased, and two ofthe other kings each brought me a

great plaque ofgold.
2 While all this was happening, an Indian arrived

who said that two days earlier he had seen the caravel Pinta in a

harbour to the east of here.

I returned to the Nina, where Vicente Yanez, the captain, told me
he had found rhubarb on the island ofAmiga, in the entrance to the sea

of Santo Tomas six leagues away; they recognized it by the branches
and the root. They say that rhubarb puts out a few little branches
above the soil, with a few little fruits like dry brambles, and the stem
near the root is as yellow and fine as the finest painter's colour, and
below ground it forms a root like a great pear.

3

Monday, 31 December
I have spent today supervising the loading ofwater and timber for our

departure for Spain to bring the news to Your Majesties quickly, so

that you may send ships to discover what is left to discover, as the

enterprise now appears so splendid in extent and ofsuch high promise.
I should have liked to remain here until I had explored all the land to

the east and sailed along the whole coast, to find the best crossing from
Castile

1 for the shipping ofcattle and other things. However, finding

myself as I do with only one vessel, it seems foolish to subject myself
to the possible dangers of exploration. All these problems and
difficulties have arisen because the Pinta went off on her own.

Tuesday, i January 1493
I sent the boat off at midnight to bring the rhubarb from the island of

Amiga. They came back at vespers with a basketful; they could not

bring more for lack ofa mattock to dig with. I am keeping it to show
to Your Majesties.
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journal

3 August
i His word is virazon, translated by
Dunn and Kelley as 'sea breeze*. The
term is explained by Guillen Tato (p.

128) as 'a wind which follows the sun on
certain coasts, blowing first from the east

and then veering west until it becomes a

land breeze'. In 1587 Garcia de Palacip
(Instruction ndutica, fol. I47v) explains it

slightly differently: *it is when at night or
in the morning there has been a land
breeze and at middav the wind veers to
die sea.

' Columbus s two changes of
course are explained by the wind veering
west late in me day; he sails as close to it

as he can.

g August
i From now onwards Columbus spent a

tiresome month in the Canaries, trying
to ensure the seaworthiness of his fleet

before setting out westward. Las Casas
abandons the day-by-day account ofthe
Journal and summarizes the content in a

few lines. Fernando's account is much
fuller (FCH, Ch. 17). According to him,
having failed to make Gran Canaria,
Columbus left Pinzdn in the Pinta offthe
coast of the island, with instructions to

try to exchange her for another ship
while he himself, with the Santa Maria
and the Nina, proceeded to Gomera for

the same purpose. He reached Gomera
on Sunday, 12 August, and sent a boat
ashore. It returned on the morning ofthe
13th with the news that no ship was to be
had, but that the mistress of the island,
Dona Beatriz de Bobadilla, was due to
return from Gran Canaria with a suitable

forty-ton ship. Columbus decided to
wait for her, but sent a man offtwo days
later on a vessel bound for Gran Canaria
to tell Pinz6n what was happening. After
a frustrating wait, Columbus decided to
set offback to Gran Canaria; he sailed on
the 24th, overtook the vessel with his
man aboard, and spent the night near
Tenerife, which was in the throes of a
volcanic eruption. He reached Gran
Canaria on the 25th to find that Pinz6n,
after much difficulty, had arrived only
the day before, and that Dona Beatriz had
sailed on the previous Monday.
Columbus decided to make the best of a
bad job, refitted the Pinta's rudder, and
took advantage ofthe delay to change the
lateen sails of the Nina to the square rig
more suitable for the following trade
winds which he was expecting. Las Casas
mistakenly says that the Pinta was the
vessel wnose rig was altered; see

Morison, Admiral^ Vol. I, p. 172.

15 September
i LCH, p. 129.

16 September
1 The Las Casas text continues (DK, p.

32) "and from then onwards*, probably a

comment by Las Casas, unless Colum-
bus himselfinserted it at some later date
when reading over the Journal.
2 LCH, p. 130.

17 September
1 LCH, p. 130.
2 The word is toninas. See Morison,
1963, P. 97, 16 November, n. 5.

Columbus's word for *tunny fish* is atun.

ig September
1 FCH, i, pp. 142-3.
2 Las Casas adds (DK, p. 36): 'as indeed
there were, and he was sailing in between
them1

.

3 LCH, p. 131.

20 September
i FCH, i p. 143. Las Casas's text (DK, p.
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36) reads: 'It was a river bird, not a sea

bird; its feet were like a gull's.
'

2 LCH, p. 131.

21 September
i LCH (pp. 132-3) introduces here a long
and sententious passage about the rebel-
liousness of the crew and Columbus's
dignity and resolution in quelling it. The
style and tone are so markedly different

from Columbus's own that, while the

passage may well be based on further
comments by Columbus, it is clearly

largely Las Casas's own creation, from
which it would be risky to attempt any
re-creation of the original. Fernando
(FCH, i, p. 144) also says more about the

discontent; he is almost certainly sum-
marizing.

24 September
i LCH, p. 133. In LCH Las Casas then

expands again, very much in his own
style and usual adulatory tone, on the
fortitude of Columbus and the discon-
tent of the crew, who plotted to throw
the Admiral overboard and pretend that

he had fallen while taking a sight with his

auadrant or astrolabe. He also mentions
tne Pinz6ns, their role in fomenting the

discontent, and Columbus's repeated
complaints about them.

25 September
1 LCH, p. 135: This chart is the one sent
to him by Paolo the physician, of
Florence, which is now in my own
possession, along with more of the
Admiral's things, and writings in his

own hand.'
2 He shouted, 'Albricias!' The word
means 'reward', and was shouted as a

greeting in mediaeval Spain by a bringer
ofgood news.
3 Las Casas interpolates (DK, p. 42): 'So
he wrote down tne distance run on the

voyage in two ways, the shorter version

being false and the longer one true/

4 See Morison, 1963, p. 57 n. 4, for

identification.

jo September
i The Guards, a group of stars near the
Pole Star, playecf an important part iji

early navigation. The reference to their

position relative to the arms has to do
with the idea of a human figure centred
on the Pole with arms stretched east and

west. For a fuller explanation, see DK, p.
47 n. 3, and Morison, 1963, p. 59 n. 2.

2 This difference in compass readings
(see also the entries for 13 and 17
September) may be due simply to the
revolution of the Pole Star around the
celestial pole, though Dunn and Kelley
(DK, p. 49, n. i) suggest that the variation
is so extreme in this case that it may have
been due to proximity to some iron

object on the snip.

6 October
i The Las Casas text (DK p. 52) reads al

almiranteparedo que dezia esto m. alonsovor
la Isla de cipango; a word is erased alter

que. Alvar reads the sentence as el

almiranteparedo que no. Dezia esto Martin
Alamo por . . ., i.e., 'the Admiral
thought not. Martin Alonso was saying
this with the island ofCipango in mind.

7 October
1 Femando's account ofthe events ofthis
date says that land was sighted to die
west at daybreak, but as it was indistinct

nobody on the Santa Maria wished to
claim the first sighting for fear of losing
the reward of 10,000 maravedu^promised
by Ferdinand and Isabella, Columbus
having said that anyone calling 'land!*
who did not make good the claim in three

days would lose the reward even ifhe did

sight land later. This may well be an
attempt by Fernando to take some ofthe
glory of the first sighting away from the
Pinta.

2 The Las Casas text (DK, p. 54) has

guesueste, 'west southeast*, a nonexistent

bearing.

8 October
1 Las Casas interpolates (DK, p. 54):
'unless the handwriting is misleading'.
2 The Las Casas text (DK p. 54) has

grajaos
instead ofthe usual garjaos (prob-

ably through confusion with grajo>

'crow').

n October
1 This entry includes 12 October.
2 FCH, Vol. i, p. 158.

3 FCH, Vol. i, p. 159. The Las Casas text

(DK, p. 56) has un palillo cargado descara-

mojos. Dunn and Kelley (DK, p. 57)
translate escaramojos as 'barnacles';
Morison as 'rose hips'.

4 FCH, Vol. i, p. 159.
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5 The mysterious light now described is

a controversial subject. The uncharitable
have suggested that Columbus invented
it because ofhis wish to be considered the
first man to make visual contact with the
New World. Others have accepted that it

was a light on shore, sometimes with the

aim of bolstering ideas on Columbus's
landfall, or suggested that it was a fire-

brand in an Indian canoe. The naviga-
tional details in this entry suggest that the
source oflight must have been well out in

the Atlantic, over thirty miles from the

landfall. A strong possibility is that what
Columbus saw was part ofthe reproduc-
tive process of a marine annelid of the

genus Odontosyllis, whose evening or
nocturnal courting procedure, on the

surface, involves the extrusion by the
female ofstreams ofbrilliantly luminous
matter along with the ova. She does this

several times over a period of a few
minutes, the purpose of the luminosity
being to guide the males to the ova for

fertilisation. The display occurs in the
winter months, and is linked with the
third quarter of the moon. For more
details, see L. R. Crawshay, 'Possible

Bearing of a Luminous Syllid on the

Question of the Landfall ofColumbus',
Nature, Vol. 136, 1935, p. 559.
6 Tojog offand on is to make short tacks
towards and away from the coast. It was
a procedure commonly carried out at

night off an unfamiliar coast which it

would have been dangerous to approach
in the dark.

7 Las Casas (DK, p. 62) inserts: 'one ofthe
Lucayos, which was called Guanahani in
the todians* language*. The first land

sighted is generally thought to have been
wading Island, but the landfall has been
the subject of controversy. Recently a

computer-generated reconstruction of
Columbus s course, taking into account
magnetic variation, meteorological data,
the effect of currents and historical ship
drift information led American scholars
to the conclusion that Guanahani was,
after all, probably Wading island (Philip
L. Richardson and Roger A. Goldsmith,
*The Columbus Landfall: Voyage Track
Corrected for Winds and Currents',
Oceanus, Vol. 30, 1987, pp. 3-10).
8 See Dunn and Kefiey (DK, p. 67 n.) for
a discussion of the ambiguity of this

passage.
9 cejas. Compare FCH, Vol. i, p. 168: i

capelli . . . tagliati sopra le orecchie, 'their
hair cut over their ears'. There has evi-

dendy been a scribal confusion between
cejas and orejas.
10 This is probably a reference to the
Guanches, a people of African origin
occupying the Canaries before the con-
quest oy the Spanish.

jj October
1 This is a Spanish word of Arabic
origin, used in the fifteenth century to
describe the dugout canoes of north
Africa. The word'canoe* is derived from
canoa, a Caribbean Indian word which
Columbus does not learn until 26
October. I have therefore preserved the
use of almadia until this later date, and
translated canoa as 'canoe* thereafter.
2 Ceotis and blancas are coins; an arroba
was a trading weight, approximately a

quarter of a hundredweight.
3 The transitional state of fifteenth-

century tense use, coupled with Colum-
bus's rather opaque syntax, makes this

ambiguous in the Las Casas text (DK, p.
72); it could mean 'would have'.

14 October
i Del cielo (DK, p. 74) means both 'from
Heaven' and 'from the sky'.

1$ October
1 Rum Cay.
2 This passage is obscure and probably
garbled (DK, pp. 78-80). My version is in
accord with the restoration proposed by
Dunn and Kelley, which is supported by
the amplified account given in LCH, p.

148: 'One ofthe Indians . . .jumped into
the sea, climbed into the canoe and went
offin it, with the boat in pursuit, which
could not overtake it however hard the
men rowed ... He says that another
Indian had escaped the previous night.'
3 Long Island.

4 FCH, Vol. i, p. 173: '. . . and apiece of
earth similar to cinnabar, with which the

people paint their bodies . . . and some
dried leaves which they gready value for
their perfume and health-giving proper-
ties'.

16 October
i The Las Casas text reads las isla. The s
of las may be a scribal error, but it has
been taken to mean that Columbus was
thinking of more than one island (see
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Oliver Dunn, 'Columbus's First Landing
Place', p. 44). Vigneras suggests Rum
Cay and Conception Island.

2 He forgets that he has told us this.

3 I.e., mid-morning.
4 The Las Casas text has sursudueste,

*ssw'; probably a scribal error for sur-

sueste.

5 panizo. The word normally means
'millet*, but the crop alluded to was

probably maize, maiz. The word panizo
is now applied to maize in parts of Latin
America.
6 ni estos son enxeridosporque sepueda dezir

aue el enxerto lo haze (DK, p. 88). Both
Dunn and Kelley (p. 89) and Morison
(1963, p, 72) mistranslate this, ignoring
the subjunctive and taking porque to
mean 'because*. Morison's version is the
worse: 'Nor are these grafted, for one can

say that the grafting is spontaneous/

17 October
1 Las Casas gives a long explanation of
die construction and use ofthese hamacas,
'hammocks*, in LCH, pp. 150-1.
2 chimeneas. This can mean 'fireplaces* or

'chimneys'. Either appears possible, but
Las Casas, at least, talces it to mean the

latter, explaining in a marginal note that
Columbus is wrong: 'These chimneys
are not for smoke; they are little crown-
ing pieces (coronillas) on the roofs of the
Indians* straw houses . . . though they
do leave a slight opening for smoke to get
out through the roof (DK, p. 93).
3 A Spanish coin.

4 Dunn and Kelley (DK, p. 95) translate
this as 'the weather very dirty'.
5 el era poco. A word is missing after el

(DK, p. 94). It was probably viento,
'wind , though Dunn and Kelley suggest
n'empo, 'time .

ig October
i He says simply en la nao, 'in the ship',
his habitual way of alluding to the Santa
Maria, as distinct from the two caravelas.

The usage is similar to that of a nine-

teenth-century seafarer talking of'a ship'
as opposed to 'a barque', though the
technical basis for the distinction is, of
course, different.

zy otro. Dunn and Kelley (p, 97 n.)

suggest that otro (masculine) refers to

restinga, *reef (normally feminine, but
used earlier in the sentence with the

masculine article ), rather than to isleo,
'islet* (masculine); i.e., that there was
another reef, rather than another islet.

This seems logical. Morison's version is

ambiguous (1963, p. 75), though he is

probably thinking along the same lines.

3 The identity ofIsabela is disputed. The
name appears to refer to Crooked Island
and Fortune Island jointly, and possibly
also to the other island in the group,
Acklins. See DK, p. 99 n.

4 al gueste. Dunn and Kelley (DK, p. 99
n.) suggest that this is an error for al

sueste, 'southeast*.

5 It means 'Cape Beautiful'; probably the
southern tip of Fortune Island.

20 October
1 The southwestern point of Crooked
Island, opposite the northern point of
Fortune Island.
2 An obscure passage. See DK, p. 103 n,
and Morison, 1963, p. 77, for somewhat
different versions.

21 October
1 Probably an iguana.
2 FCH, Vol. i, p. 177, says that they were
amazed by the beast's ugliness and hos-
tility, but that they later came to look on
its soft, white flesn as a delicacy. He also

says that the Indians call it Giovanna, the
Italian form ofJoanna.
3 Columbus was wrong about the aloe

plant, to which he refers frequently later.

He had read in Marco Polo that lignum
aloe, a kind ofwood, was common in the

orient, and confused it with the medici-
nal aloes from which a purgative was

produced. The plant he found in the
Indies was almost certainly the agave,
which has similar spiky leaves. See
Morison, 1963, p. 78 n.

4 Cuba.
5 marcantes. Dunn and Kelley (p. 109)

interpret this as marchantes and translate

'traders'. I prefer Morison's interpreta-
tion, mareantes.
6 Santo Domingo.

24 October
i An obscure sentence: Y asi naveguefasta
el dia al guesudueste y amaneciendo . . .

[lacuna] calmo el viento y llovio y asi casse

toda la noche. Dunn and Kelley, p. 113,
translate:'. . . and at dawn the wind died
down and it rained, and it continued in

this way almost all night.' This seems to
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make nonsense ofthe time sequence. The
word casse is odd, the normal form being
easi. A verb may have been omitted.
2 The entry ends with 'etc.', which sug-
gests that Las Casas may have omitted
some navigational details.

25 October
i Again the entry ends with 'etc.'

26 October
i I have omitted the words estas son las

canoas (DK, p. 114), 'these are canoes',

assuming that this is a comment by Las
Casas.

27 October
i The name means 'Sandy Islands'. They
are now the Ragged Islands.

28 October
1 Dunn and Kelley (DK, p. 117 n.) state,

with no convincing evidence, that

Columbus's fathom was equal to the aune
of Provins and measured 2.7 English
feet. While it may have been less than the

English 6-foot fathom, the mere
etymology of the word would suggest
that it was longer than they argue: it is

based on the reach of a man's out-
stretched arms (braza is a plural, 'arms',
turned into a singular).
2 The content of this sentence is posi-
tioned here in LCH, p. 155, as part ofthe
same sentence as the preceding and fol-

lowing words in my translation. In DK
Las Casas appears to add it as an after-

thought in trie last sentence of the 29
October entry. I think he probably
omitted it in transcribing the 28 October
entry, and included it in the next entry
after realizing the omission.

3 verdolagas y bledos. Purslane is a medici-
nal and salad plant. I am less sure of the
exact meaning of bledos. The word is

derived from the Latin blitum, which is a

genus of widespread, generally weedy
plants with spinach-likeleaves, including
the Peruvian quinoa, Good King Henry
and orache. As Columbus tends to men-
tion only usable resources, he is probably
referring to an edible plant.
4 This appears to be where Columbus
himself oegins to use the word canoas,
'canoes'. In the next sentence, possibly
realizing that this may be obscure, he
gives a paraphrase for clarity.
5 Now Bahia Bariay.

29 October
1 It means 'Moon River'. Now Rio
Jururu.
2 Puerto Gibara. Mares means 'seas'.

30 October
1 'Palm trees Cape'. Now Punta Uvero.
2 LCH, p. 157, comments extensively on
the gullibility and self-deception ofmen.
3 Las Casas (DK, p. 124) hints that the
text from which he transcribed this could
be corrupt.

2 November
1 FCH, Vol. I, p. 181, says that this Indian
had paddled out to the ships in a canoe.
2 Morison's explanation of this mistake
(commented on by Las Casas in the

margin) is that Columbus simply mis-
took another star for the Pole Star

(Morison, 1963, p. 87 n.).

3 November
i The text continues: aue son hamacas,
'which are hammocks'. It is not clear
whether this is Columbus or Las Casas;
probably the latter.

4 November
1 Las Casas inserts (DK, p. 130):

'apparently from samples he had brought
from Castile'.

2 lev, possibly 'law*.

3 The manuscript has mamest probably a

copyist's error. The allusion is to cassava.

5 November
1 albridas. See my note to the entry for 25
September,
2 Columbus sets great store by the
commercial potential of this so-called
mastic tree (almaciga), which he thought
was the same as the commercial variety
he had seen in Chios. It was, in fact, the

gumbo-limbo tree, Bursera simaruba,

3 See my note to the 21 October entry.

6 November
1 FCH, Vol. i, p. 183. His Italian word is

duchi; LCH calls them duhos.
2 FCH, Vol. I, p. 183.
3 This is the earliest allusion by a Euro-
pean to tobacco, to which some
Spaniards soon became addicted. Las
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Casas, writing only a few decades later,

sounds superior and mystified in his

description
ofthe practice: '. . . these are

dried herbs wrapped in a certain leaf, also

dried, like the mosquetes [this normally
means 'musket', but here is probably
some sort of firework] the boys make at

the Feast of the Holy Spirit. They set

fire to one end and suck and inhale the
smoke into their body. This soothes their

flesh and almost intoxicates them, and

apparently prevents them from feeling
weary. Tnese mosquetes, or whatever we
may call them, are called tabacos. I have
known Spaniards in this island of
Espanola who grew habituated to them,
and when criticized for this vice
answered that it was beyond their power
to give them up. I do not know what
pleasure or benefit they found in them'

(LCH, p. 162).
This is restrained by comparison with

Benzene's attack a few decades later: 'In

this island, as in certain other areas of
these new countries, there are certain

small shrubs like canes which produce a
leaflike a walnut leaf, but rather larger. It

is greatly valued by the people of the

country . . . and much prized by the
slaves transported from Africa by the

Spaniards. When the leaves are mature
they are gathered and hung in bunches
over a fire until they are thoroughly dry,
and when the people want to use them
they take a leai of their corn and roll up
one of these other leaves inside it like a

tube, set fire to one end ofit, and with the
other end in their mouth they suck in
their breath so that the smoke enters their

mouth, their throat and their head. They
suck in all they can, and take pleasure in

it, filling themselves with this bitter

smoke to the extent oflosing their wits.

Some of them inhale so much that they
fall down as ifdead, and remain stupefied
for most of the day or night; others are
content to take in only enough to make
their head spin. Consider what a foul and
pestiferous poison of the Devil this is! It

nas often happened to me that, while

travelling in Guatemala or Nicaragua, I

have gone into the house of an Indian
who had been inhaling this herb, which
in the language of Mexico is called

tobacco, and suddenly smelling the foul
stench of this truly oiabolical and stink-

ing smoke I have been forced to run out of
the house and go elsewhere.' (Benzone,

Historia del Nuovo Mondo, 1572, fols
.

4 TheJournal says nothing ofthe next 5
days. Las Casas (DK, p. 140) adds the
comment: 'He intended to sail on the

Thursday, but the wind was wrong and
he could not leave until 12 November.'
LCH, p. 163, repeats this, and goes on to
bemoan, at great length, Columbus's
attitude to the Indians. FCH, too, is silent
about these 5 days. Possibly Columbus
spent them in careening the Finta and the
Nina.

12 November
1 Probably Great Inagua island.
2 I have moved this sentence forward
from the end of the entry, where it is

introduced by Las Casas with the phrase
dize tambien arriba que . . ., 'he also says
above that . . .' (DK, p. 148).
3 'Sun River'.

4 Columbus's obsession with mastic
may have been due to Genoese domina-
tion of the mastic trade based on Chios.

Jourdain Cathala de Severac tells us in his
Mirabilia Descripta (ed. Henri Cordier,
Paris, 1925), *I saw an island called Chio
where the mastic tree grows in great
quantity. If the trees are planted else-
where they will not produce mastic,
which is the gum of a most noble tree.

A powerful Genoese called Martin
Zacharie held that island; he killed or
took prisoner over ten thousand Turks*

(p. 97). He goes on to say that the annual

crop was more than 150,000 pounds in

weight, and that the Mediterranean
mastic trade in the fourteenth century
was controlled by the Genoese (pp. 98 n.,

99 n.).

5 siete cabezas de mugeres, literally 'seven
head ofwomen* (DK, p. 146).
6 The Las Casas text reads los nuestros,
which can mean either 'our men' or 'our

people* (DK, p. 146). In LCH, p. 164, Las
Casas changes this to las nuestras, 'our
women'.
7 LCH, p. 1 66: 'According to what I have

gathered about his whole voyage down
the coast of Cuba and back again, and
from the original maps drawn by the
Admiral himself, which are in my pos-
session, this is the cape which we now
call Cape Maici, 3 leagues from Baracoa,
which the Admiral nimself called the
river or harbour ofMares*.
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jj November
1 Vigneras suggests that this was pos-
sibly the entrance to Nipe* Bay.
2 para ponerse al rigor del viento (DK, p.

150). Dunn and Kelley, accepting an
assertion by Julio Guillen Tato (La parla
marinera en el diario del primer viaje de

Cristobal Colon, Madrid, 1951), translate
*where he could shelter himselffrom the
force ofthe wind* (DK, p. 151 n.). This is

the direct opposite of the normal mean-
ing of the phrase, and Columbus could
not shelter in a settlement; he needed a

harbour.

14 November
1 This is a compromise translation of el

viento . . . le escaseava (DK, p. 150). Dunn
and Kelley, following Guillen Tato,
translate 'the wind was against them'.

Morispn, Jane and Thacher interpret it as

*the wind was falling off, which is closer

to the normal meaning of escasear. The
wind is said to be initially in the north,
which would be a fine beam wind for

ships sailing E, but at some point in the

night it veered NE and Columbus had to
head s by E, and at sunrise he decided to
head s. Certainly on the I3th and by the
time he sighted land on the I4th the winds
were heavy.
2 Columbus wrote more about his

reasons; Las Casas (DK, p. 150) cuts him
short and mentions 'other inconvenien-
ces which he includes here'.

3 *Sea ofOur Lady'. Now Tanamo Bay.
4 Las Casas has probably excised a pas-
sage of description here (DK, p. 154),

replacing it with: 'He says so many and
such remarkable things about the beauty
and fertility and loftiness ofthese islands
which he found in this harbour that he
tells the King and Queen . . .'

15 November
1 More abbreviation by Las Casas (DK,
p. 154): 'and he says wonderful things
about them'.
2 Columbus's phrase is y todo basa (DK, p.
154); it is followed by an explanation,

possibly his own, possibly inserted for

laymen by Las Casas: *which means that
the bottom is sand, with no rocks, some-
thing which sailors greatly desire because
the rocks cut their anchor cables*.

16 November
i Las Casas adds the comment: 'and he

was right' (DK, p. 156).
2 cala, explained (possibly by Columbus,
but more likely by Las Casas) as 'a

narrow entrance through which the sea
enters the land* (DK, p. 156).
3 sala. Morison, 1963, p. 06, translates it,

unjustifiably, as 'dry dock'.
4 This explanation could be an addition
by Las Casas.
5 DK has 'like a tasp or taxo\ p. 156.
Probably an italianism; the Italian for

'badger' is tasso, the Spanish being tejon.
See Las Casas's marginal note, referred to
in my n. 3 to the next entry.

17 November
1 The Las Casas text (DK, p. 158) is

ambiguous, and certainly contains some
words added by Las Casas: hallo nuezes
grandes delas de yndia creo que dize. This
could mean 'he found large nuts, of the
kind which grow in India; I think it says',
or 'large nuts; I think he means the kind
which grow in India*.

2 ratones. Normally this means *mice',
but it is here better interpreted as an
augmentative form of rata, i.e., *big rat'.

3 A marginal note by Las Casas (DK, p.
158): They must have been hutias.' He
gives a different name in LCH, p. 168:
These were guaminiquinajes . . . little

animals like clogs, very good to eat';
earlier (LCH, p. 162) he has compared
their flesh favourably with hare and
rabbit.

18 November
i Dunn and Kelley explain in a note (p.

161) that this is an allusion to a method of

specifying time, and specifically the tide
time for a particular port on the first day
of the new moon, by viewing the com-
pass rose as a kind ot 24-hour clock face,
sw by s representing 14:15; they confirm
that this was the time of high tide in the
Huelva-Palos area.

20 November
i In DK the sentence ends with 'etc.',
which may indicate that Las Casas is

abbreviating.

21 November
i Las Casas inserts (DK, p. 162): 'and he
was right, for to believe the quadrant was
working properly these islands would
have to be on a latitude of [. . .] degrees.
If this were true it would put him very
close to Florida, and on the same latitude,
but where then are these islands which
lay around him?' Dunn and Kelley
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punctuate differently (DK, p. 163).
2 Las Casas's comments continue (DK, p.

163): 'Obviously if he were off the coast

ofFlorida it would be cold, not hot, and
it is manifest that nowhere in the world is

it hot on a latitude of42 degrees unless by
some accidental cause hitherto unknown
to me.' The allusions to Florida, cer-

tainly, are by Las Casas.

22 November
1 anduvo . . . la buelta de la tierra. Dunn
and Kelley, using the explanation of the

phrase given by Guillen Tato, translate

this as 'went ... on a course parallel to

the land' (see DK, p. 165 n.). Morison,
1963, p. 100, translates 'toward the land*.

The Diccionario maritimo espanol (p. 563)
makes the point crystal clear:

(

Ir de la

vuelta defuera, de la de la tierra, o tomar o

llevar la una o la otra, "navegar o ponerse
a navegar en una de estas dos direc-

24 November
1 Cayo Moa Grande.
2 Probably Puerto Cayo Moa.
3 aues su travesia desta costa. Dunn and

Kelley (DK, p. 168) translate 'which is

perpendicular to*. Travesia means
voyage', 'passage', but also, in modern
Spanish, 'cross-street'.

26 November
1 'Cape of the Peak'. Now Punta
Guarico.
2 'Bell Cape'. Now Punta Plata or Punta
Baez.

27 November
1 a la corda y temporejar. The Diccionario
maritimo espanol suggests that while these

may sometimes be synonymous, they
are not always so: 'estar a la cuerda: vease
estar a la capa

1

(p. 196); 'capa: ... la

disposition de la embarcaci6n que
hallandose en el mar ... no anda o no
navega, y esta* poco menos que parada*
(p. 140); 'temporejar. aguantarse a la capa
en un temporal . . . mantenerse de vuelta
en vuelta en cualesquiera otras circun-
stancias' (p. 515).
2 El Yunque.
3 azagayas,

a berber word familiar to

fifteentn-century Spaniards. It seems
wisest to translate with the cognate
word, rather than 'javelins' (DK, p. 179)
or 'darts' (Morison, 1963, p. 104).

4 Baracoa Harbour.
5 The rest of this paragraph and the
whole ofthe next are in the first person in

FCH, Vol. i, pp. 191-2.
6 The Las Casas text (DK, p. 182) reads no
bastara mill lenguas, 'a thousand tongues
would

(possibly will) not suffice'.
Fernando s source must have read no
bastara mi lengua, 'my tongue would

(possibly will) not suffice'. Both readings
are ambiguous with regard to tense
because early written Spanish does not
indicate stress.

7 The Justa was a small, multi-oared
vessel Hke a galley. A medieval Spanish
ballad preserved into the twentieth cen-

tury by the Sephardic Jews of Tetuan,
Morocco, includes a sailor singing a song
in which he asks for deliverance from
storms, rocks and lasjustas de los moros,
que andaban a saltear, 'the fustas of the
Moors, which go about to seize ships'
(R. Wright, Spanish Ballads, Warminster,
1987, pp. 32-3)-

29 November
1 The verb poblar is common in docu-
ments relating to the Spanish recpnquest
of lands held by the Moors. It implies,
essentially, an influx of people, but also

the cultivation ofthe land which that was
aimed to achieve.
2 Las Casas comments in the margin
(DK, p. 1 88): 'This wax was brought
there from Yucatan, which makes me
think that this land was Cuba.'

i December
1 Las Casas (DK, p. 190) continues:
'which I believe he called Puerto Santo'.
This may be another allusion to illegible

handwriting. Fernando states explicitly
in his account ofevents of27 November
that his father did so name the harbour

(FCH, Vol. i, p. 191).

2 December
i Las Casas (DK, p. 190) ends the sen-
tence with 'etc.', which again suggests
that he may have omitted something.

3 December
i Dunn and Kelley (p. 193 n.) suggest
that a paso was 5 Roman feet, and point
out that in the entry for 9 December
i,ooopasos are said to equal one-quarter
ofa league.
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2 The explanation could be an addition

by Las Casas.

3 Dunn and Kelley (p. 195) translate

colmenar as 'beehive'; Morison, 1963

(p. 109) as 'apiary*. In standard Spanish
nowadays colmenar is the place where the

hives are kept; the hive itselfis colmena. In

various localities in Huelva, Granada and
Almeria the traditional hive is called

colmena when it has a colony ofbees in it,

and corcho or bazo when empty, which
makes me wonder whether Columbus
could be referring here to a wild bees'

nest. See Atlas Hnguistico y etnografico de

Andalucia, Vol. n, Map 627.
4 creencia. It could perhaps means
'credulity'.

5 Interpretations of this have varied,
some translators taking it to mean that

the interior ofthe house was partitioned,
others seeing it as a description of a

segmented altar inside the house (see DK,

p. 197 n.)

4 December
1 'Cape Pretty*. Now Punta del Fraile.

2 The Windward Passage.
3 'Passage* is forpaso. The word has also

been read as pozo, 'well* and poso,

'stopping place'. Dunn and Kelley read

pozo, suggest that this is an error forposo
and translate 'a good stopping place for

[ships coming from] the east-northeast'

(p. 199 n.).

5 December
1 DK, p. 199: anduvo a la corda. Dunn and
Kelley translate it as 'stood off and on'.
See my n. to the 27 November entry.
2 Las Casas adds in the margin (DK, p.
198): 'This must be Maysi Point, the
easternmost point of Cuba.' This is re-

peated in LCH, p. 176. Fernando, how-
ever, says that Columbus called the point
Alpha and Omega (but see my next n.)
3 Another note in the margin by Las
Casas (DK, p. 200): *It appears that the
Admiral must have called Cuba Juana.'
LCH, p. 176: 'When he left the eastern-
most point or cape of Cuba, he called it

Alpha and Omega, meaning "beginning
and end", because he thought it was the
limit of terra jirma, going east; he con-
sidered the beginning to be Cape St
Vincent in Portugal . . . He wrote this in
a letter to the King and Queen from
Espanola.

'

6 December
1 'St Mary's Harbour'. Columbus
changed the name to Puerto de San
Nicolas; it is now Port Saint Nicolas.
2 'Cape of the Star'. Now Cape Saint
Nicolas.

3 'Elephant Cape'. Now either Grande
Pointe or Pointe Palmiette.

4 The meaning ofthis is a mystery. Now
PointeJean Rabel.

5 'Turtle Island'. Now the He de la

Tortue.
6 A gap in the manuscript. Dunn and
Kelley (DK, p. 193 n.) suggest passada, a
unit oflength equal to 5 Roman feet. This
seems unlikely, given the great depth
of the water. Morison, 1963 (p. 113 n.),
comments from his own investigations
that the 4O-fathom line is between 300
and 700 yards from the shore at this

point.
7 hondable, literally 'soundable'. Dic-
cionario maritime espanol (DME), Madrid,
1 83 1 , p. 3 1 7: 'It is

applied
to the coast . . .

where one can find bottom, but with
sufficient depth of water for sailing.'

7 December
1 The Las Casas text continues: 'which
forms the careenage*. This is presumably
inserted by Las Casas from his own
knowledge.
2 angla. Dunn and Kelley (DK, p. 209 n.)

interpret this as 'cape', as does Morison,
J9<53 (p. 114). In view of the succeeding
paragraph 'bay' makes better sense.

3 The manuscript reads '34', which is too

many. Navarrete suggests '3 or 4*; Dunn
and Kelley say this is too few, but
Morison says it is about right.
4 Morison, 1963 (p. 114 n.), says that
there is now no such rock, but also
mentions that certain eighteenth-century
maps mark it.

5 'Conception Harbour'. Now Mous-
tique Bay.

8 December
i See Morison, 1963, p. 115 n. i.

9 December
i It means 'Spanish island'; not, as is

sometimes thought, 'little Spain'.

10 December
i las anclas estavan macho a tierra y venia
sobre ella el viento; a perplexing passage.
To attempt to lie with the anchors
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between the ship and the coast in an

onshore wind would be nonsense. It may
mean that the bow and stern anchors,
instead of being out to sea close to the

perpendicular line from the shore, were
closer to a stem-to-stern line through the

ship, so that the force ofthe wind exerted

a twisting action on them and caused
them to lose their hold and drag.

11 December
1 LCH, p.

1 80: 'Caritaba or Caribana
9

.

2 The list in the original reads: albures

salmones pijotas gallos pampanos lisas cor-

vinos camarones (DK, p. 216). The debat-
able one is lisas. The dictionary defini-

tions of lisa give the Latin name Cobitis

taenia, which is a freshwater fish, the

spined loach, but the Atlas linguistico y
etnografico de Andalucia (Vol. iv, Maps
1 106, 1107) reveals that lisa was given by
informants in various Andalusian ports,

including those of the Huelva coast, as

the name ofdifferent kinds ofmullet. See
also Maps mi, 1112 of the same work
for corvina and pampano.

12 December
1 The Las Casas text (DK, pp. 218-20)
continues: 'which is their caravel in

which they sail' - possibly an insertion by
Las Casas. It is unlikely that Columbus
would so misuse a precise nautical term.
2 This detail is from LCH, p. 181.

3 This is ambiguous in DK, and could

possibly mean the canoe', but is more
explicit in LCH, p. 181.

23 December
1 LCH, p. 182. DK, p. 222 reads: 'bread
made from niamas, which are roots like

big radishes; they sow them and they
grow. They plant them all over these
lands as their staple diet; they make them
into bread and boil and roast them. They
taste like chestnuts; anyone eating them
would not take them for anything else.

'

This is probably an editorial insertion by
Las Casas, drawn from his wider experi-
ence.
2 As Morison points out ('The Route of
Columbus Along the North Coast of
Haiti and the Site of Navidad', Trans-
actions of the American Philosophical
Society, Vol. xxxi, 1940), p. 249) this is a
cross mistake, as Moustique Bay lies on
latitude 19 55 '. He suggests that Colum-
bus had mistaken the star Er Rai for the

Pole Star. See also American Neptune, i

(1941), pp. 20-4.

14 December
1 'Cape Leg'. Possibly Great Man Point.
2 'Lance-thrust Point'. Possibly Bird
Point,

3 The bearing is from LCH, p. 183. The
Journal (DK, p. 226) has nordeste, 'NE*.

1$ December
i The modern Trois Rivieres (Morison,
'The Route ofColumbus', p. 250

16 December
1 Probably on the site of modern Port
de Paix (Morison, *The Route of
Columbus', p. 251).
2 Previously 9.

3 LCH, p. 184, includes the comment
from Las Casas, 'a somewhat irreconcil-
able combination, to be coming from
Heaven and to be going about in search
of gold!'
4 Dunn and Kelley (DK, p. 233) translate

alguazil as 'bailiff.

5 LCH, p. 184, adds the comment, 'He
was right about the fineness of the

country, but not about the cold. It is

fresh, but not troublesomely so; it

seemed colder to him being on the sea,
and with the rain and wind. '

6 Probably cassava.

7 pan, mistranslated by Dunn and Kelley
as 'bread'. Tierras de pan llevar is a set

fhrase
in rural Spain for cereal land.

LCH (pp. 1 84-5) adds a long and biting
passage: 'We may note here that the
Indians' natural gentleness, simplicity,
kindness and humility, their nakedness
and lack of weapons, enabled the

Spaniards to despise them and to subject
them to the bitter work which they were
later made to do; that was the reason for

the Spaniards' savage hunger to oppress
them and consume them as they did.*

1 7 December
i I have omitted the phrase que llamavan

cacique,
'whom they called cacique',

which is probably an explanation by Las
Casas. The phrase does not occur in LCH,

p. 185, and there is an explicit statement
in the DK entry for 18 December (p. 244)
that that was when Columbus was told

this word. I have therefore translated the
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other cases of cacique in the 17 December
entry simply as 'leader'.

2 LCH, p. 185.

3 LCH, p. 1 86, adds, 'surely this Baneque
[sic] must have been the mainland.

'

18 December
1 DK has cacique; LCH has rey, 'king'. See

my n. 1 to 17 December, and nn. 4, 6,

below.
2 The Feast of the Annunciation was
called this in popular usage because the

hymns to the Virgin began with the

word *O'.

3 The ensuing passage is quoted verba-
tim from the onginalby Fernando (FCH,
Vol. I, pp. 198-200).
4 There is no counterpart to this sentence
in the Las Casas text, but see n. 6, below.

5 LCH, p. 1 86: 'I, who am writing this,

have seen and handled it.
'

FCH, Vol. i,

p. 200, describes the medallion as una

medaglia d'oro del peso di auattro ducati\

excelente is in DK (p. 242) and presumably
in the original, since Las Casas explains it

in the margin: 'This excelente was a coin
worth two castellanos.' Fernando has
Italianized it. Another variant in this

sentence is that the Journal has unas
cuentas mias, 'some beads of mine', in-

stead of FCH'S un mio portalettere, 'a port-
folio of mine*. Cuentas in Spanish can
mean both 'beads' and 'accounts*. The
FCH version may therefore have mis-
translated the phrase in the conversion
into Italian.

6 DK (p. 244) here states that 'the

Admiral learned there that the king was
called cacique in his own language.

*

ig December
1 'Two Brothers'. Probably two hillocks
west ofAcul Bay.
2 'Cape of Towers'. Now Cap au

Borgne.
3 Either Marigot Head or Limbe Island.

4 Las Casas comments in the margin
(DK, p. 246): 'He has not mentioned the
Dos Hermanos or the Cabo de Torres
before.

1

5 'Cape High and Low'. Now Pointe
Limbe.
6 Dunn and Kelley (DK, p. 249) translate
this as 'taller than any other'. This is not
justified by the text.

7 Cape Haitien, or specifically the Morne
du Cap, the mountain range on the Cape

(Morison, The Route of Columbus', p.
255).

20 December
1 Acul Bay.
2 The Las Casas text has canal instead of
the normal canal, which leads Las Casas
to comment in the margin: 'I think he
means Canaveral (cane-brake).'

21 December
1 There is a gap in the text (DK, p. 253).
2 A doubtfuftranslation vfgonza avellan-

ada, based on Manuel Alvar (ed.), Diario
del descubrimiento, Gran Canaria, 1976,
Vol. n, p. 163.
3 LCH, p. 189.

4 This sentence may be an insertion by
Las Casas. It is not in LCH.

22 December
1 LCH, pp. IQO-I.
2 LCH, p. 191.

3 LCH, p. 191 : 'These must have been the

pepper which they call aji.
*

23 December
1 'Holy Point'. Now Pointe Picolet. Las
Casas notes in the margin (DK, p, 270):
'He has not mentioned this Punta Santa
before.

'

2 Explained by Las Casas in the margin
(DK, p. 270): 'Nitayno meant die most
notable lord and grandee ofthe kingdom
after the king.'

24 December
1 LCH, p. 193: 'The Indians were quite
right in saying that the province ofCibao
was rich in gold; they were saying more
than they knew, for there was more gold
there than they could have seen or heard
of. They had no gold-mining industry,
so they never knew or could have known
how much there was, which became a
matter of amazement later. The distance
to Cibao was not great, only about 30
leagues, but the Indians were not used to

going far from their homeland, and
might well be afraid of that distance and
say that it was a long way.

'

2 This can mean either 'the Friend' or
'the Mistress'. Now the fie des Rats.

3 con el tiro de una piedra, possibly 'a

cannonball shot', though this would
conflict with the reference soon after-
wards to the length ofthe reef. Dunn and
Kelley (p. 275) read con el of de unapiedra
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and translate 'at the sight of a stone'.

4 Dunn and Kelley (p. 275) mistranslate
this as 'pass from the western to the
eastern side'.

5 Port des Francois.

25 December
1 The ensuing description is taken from
the first-person original as translated by
Fernando (FCH, pp. 202-5). The version
in the Journal differs only minimally
from it.

2 DK, pp. 276-8, addition: 'She groun-
ded so gently that it was hardly notice-
able.'

3 Las Casas (DK, p. 278) adds estava ya la

nao de traves, *the ship was now beam-on
to the sea*.

4 Las Casas (DK, p. 178) adds 'towards
the beam sea, not mat the swell was very
great.

1

5 The Las Casas text (DK, p. 278),

obviously garbled at this point, replaces
the last eight words with y no la nao,

literally 'and not the ship'. Dunn and
Kelley (p. 279) translate 'the planking
opened up, but not the ship/
6 The Las Casas text (DK, p. 278) reads
aun quedava, 'was left*.

26 December
1 This is from LCH, p. 196. Las Casas

(DK, p. 282) has chuq chuque. A normal
scribal abbreviation of the period is to
omit the ue of the combination que,

putting an omission mark above.
Columbus or the later scribe probably
forgot the omission mark on chuq.
2 LCH, p. 196: The reason was that the
Indians of this island, and of all the

Indies, are very given to dancing, which
they do a great deal, and to assist their

voices and songs as they dance . . . they
had bells, most cleverly made of wood
with a few pebbles inside, which made a

noise, but a dull and harsh one. When
they saw the bells so big and shiny and
clear sounding they were taken with
them more than witn anything else.

'

3 LCH, p. 196: *. . . de los aue habian
llevado la ropa de la nao a tierra\ This could

possibly mean 'those who had taken the

ship's canvas ashore*. DK, p. 282 has

simply 'a sailor returning from shore'.

4 LCH, p. 197. This paragraph, or some
of it, could be an amplification by Las
Casas based on his own knowledge.
5 Las Casas comments in the margin:

'Cibao was a province ofthe same island
of Espanola, where there were very rich
mines.' He amplifies this in LCH, p. 197:
'When the Admiral heard the name
Cibao his heart was happy, for he
thought it was Cipango, the island on his

map, which he was expecting because of
what Paolo the physician had told him.
He did not understand that this place was
a province ofthis island, but thought that
it was an island in itself.'

6 Mistranslated by Dunn and Kelley
(DK, p. 285) as 'they rubbed their hands
. . . they did it.'

7 espingarda. Either an uncommon or an
obsolete word, to judge by LCH, p. 197:
*. . . a lombard and an escopeta [i.e.,

'musket', now 'shotgun*] or espingarda,
as it was called in those days'.
8 la vasija, one meaning ofwhich is given
by the Academy Dictionary as 'collective
term for the barrels and wine jars in a

bodega'. Dunn and Kelley (p. 291) trans-
late it as 'storage jars'.

27 December
1 LCH, p. 199.
2 LCH, p. 199. Las Casas then explains
Columbus's decision to leave men on the
island. This description almost certainly
corresponds to a lost passage of the

original Journal (a telling piece of evi-
dence is the phrase vuestrafortaleza, *your
fort'; evidently addressed to Ferdinand
and Isabella, which LCH is not), but the
cumulative style and orderly presenta-
tion are perhaps more those of Las
Casas than ofColumbus. The allusion to
the completion of the fort in 10 days is

hardly something of which Columbus
would have written on 27 December, so
Las Casas is doing more here than simply
turning the first person into the third:

At this time the Admiral decided to
leave some men there, for several
reasons. The first and principal one
was what he had seen of the joyous-
ness, freshness and amenity of the

land, and its richness, manifest in the
considerable and valuable examples of
the great quantities ofgold there, with
the consequent possibility of settling

great numbers of Spaniards and
Christians with such profit and pros-
perity.

Secondly, in order that while he was
going to Spain and returning they
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might learn the language and make
enquiries to find out the secrets of the
land, its lords and rulers, and the mines
ofgold and other metals, and whether
there were riches other than what he
had seen, and especially what he
believed there to be, namely spices.

Thirdly, so as to leave a kind of
token so that people in Castile, hearing
that some Christians had remained on
the island of their own accord, would
not be afraid of the distance, or of the

perils and hardships of the sea; though
this was hardly necessary, for merely
on hearing that there was gold and so
much ofit the men ofSpain would not
be afraid to go to seek it.

Fourthly, the Santa Maria had been
lost, and it would have been very
difficult for everyone to sail home in

the caravel.

Fifthly, because of the great desire
the men all showed to stay there, and
their pleas to the Admiral, in which
they said that they wanted to be the
first settlers there.
He was greatly encouraged and

strengthened in his resolve by seeing
the kindness, humility, gentleness
and simplicity of all these people,

particularly the great charitableness,

humanity and virtue ofKing Guacana-
gari, and the remarkable welcome he
had given them so far, which was
as great as one could have had in one's
own parents' home anywhere, and
the love he had shown them and
his constant offers to do more for
them.
With this resolve, then, and to pro-

vide them with whatever protection
was possible at that time, ne decided
that a fort should be built out of the

planking, timbers and fastenings ofthe
Santa Maria, with a moat around,
which was as strong a defence against
the Indians of this island as Salses is

against the French, or stronger. He
therefore ordered his men to make
haste, and the King ordered his vassals
to help, and with almost countless

people coming to help the Christians

they worked so hard andso well that in
around ten days your fort was well
built, to the extent necessary at that
time.
He called it Villa de la Navidad

[Christmas Town], because he arrived

on Christmas Day, [from now on this
is certainly Las Casas] although there
is now no memory of there ever

haying been a fortress or any other
building, the trees being as thickly
grown and tall (and I have seen them
myself) as if fifty years had passed.

28 December
i LCH, pp. 200-1: en una silla, con su

espaldar, baja, de las que ellos ustban, que son
muy lindas y bronidas v relucientes, como si

Juesen de azabaja, que ellos llamaban 'duhos'.
The imperfect tense in usaban and
llamaban suggests that at least part of this
is taken from the original Journal; the
present tense ofson may indicate that the
comparison withjet has been added from
Las Casas's own ethnological know-
ledge.

29 December
1 Las Casas adds in the margin: 'These
were not islands, but provinces of
Espanola* (DK, p. 294). In LCH, p. 201, he
expands the comment considerably,
explaining that Guarionex was a king.
2 LCH, p. 201: 'which must have been of
brass or tin*.

30 December
1 LCH, p. 201 (as part of a direct quota-
tion from the original Journal).
2 Las Casas includes in LCH, p. 202, a

description of the making of these

plaques which could conceivably be
based on the originalJournal, but is more
probably based on his personal observa-
tion: 'These plaques of gold were not
cast, nor were they made from many
grains, for the Indians of this island had
no melting process. When they found
particles otgold they beat them oetween
two stones to spread them out, and the

large plaques were made by beating out
large grains or nuggets which they round
in the rivers.*

3 This plant, obviously different from
what we now think of as rhubarb, was
thought by Columbus to be an oriental

plant used in medicine. His interest in it

was probably aroused by Marco Polo; in
the margin alongside the point where
Polo mentions the plant Columbus
wrote Reubarbarum, just as he wrote
aurum, argentum, cinamomurn* etc. along-
side Polo's other allusions to natural
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wealth (see Raccolta, Part I, Vol. ii, p.

452)-

31 December
i Dunn and Kelley (DK, p. 299) translate

por saber . . . el transito ae Castillo, a ella

as 'in order to know its distance from
Castile*.

i January
1 LCH, p. 202: 'The Admiral thought the

pepper called aji from this island a fine

spice, saying that it is better than the

pepper and manegueta brought from
Guinea and Alexandria.

'

Manegueta may
be a kind ofpepper, or possibly the fruit

of the amomo, a plant related to ginger.
See Alvar, Vol. H, p. 185 n., and
Morison, 1963, p. 142 n.

2January
1 LCH, p. 204.
2 Dunn and Kelley (DK, p. 301) translate

*a skirmish between the armed men of
the vessels [and the men remaining
behind]'.
3 FCH, Vol. i, p. 209.
4 The ensuing passage has been some-
what modified in the light ofLas Casas's
fuller account in LCH, pp. 203-4.
5 LCH, p. 203.
6 Morison (Admiral, Vol. I, p. 401 n.)

suggests that the speech which follows

(taken from LCH, pp. 203-4; not included
in the Journal) is an invention by Las
Casas on the theme "be kind to the
Indians and a good example to them" f

. I

have accepted it as at least fundamentally
genuine on three grounds: first, it is

generally free from the rhetorical bom-
bast which characterizes Las Casas's
emotional interpolations; secondly, Las
Casas departs from the content of the

speech at one point to say how ill

founded the Admiral's confidence was;
thirdly and most tellingly, although Las
Casas is ostensibly reporting the speech
rather than quoting it, it includes one of
the cases, quite frequent in the Journal
but relatively rare in LCH, of a careless

failure to eradicate the use of the first

person: tenian por derta opinion que eramos
enviados de las celestiales virtudes.

7 This is where Las Casas digresses,

commenting on the failure of his

countrymen to fulfil Columbus's faith in

them.

3January
i Las Casas says in LCH, "p. 205: 'I do not
know how many he took from this

island, but I believe he took some, and he
took 10 or 12 Indians to Castile in all. I

saw them myselfin Seville, though I ...
do not remember counting them/

4January
1

*

Snake Cape'. Possibly Pointe Jac-
quezi.
2 'Mount Christ'. Now Monte Cristi.

3 FCH, Vol. i, p. 212. This replaces 'etc.'

in DK, p. 306, after which Las Casas goes
on to say 'but because the land and the
area are now well known I am omitting
it*. Fernando (p. 212) comments on
Columbus's motives: *The Admiral
thought it fitting to mention these details
in order to make known the location of
the first Christian settlement and posses-
sion in that western world.'

5 January
1 LCH, p. 206: 'I am amazed that he does
not mention finding salt there, for there
are excellent salt fields on this island;

perhaps they were some distance away
from him.'
2 'Calf Cape'. Possibly Punta Chica.
3 Sic. LCH has the same (p. 206).
4 The Journal has a la quarta del este al

nordeste. Dunn and Kelley (p. 311) trans-
late 'to the northeast by east', which
would normally be al nordeste cuarta del

este. E by N is usually al este cuarta del

nordeste.

5 LCH, p. 206: *He would certainly have
given a good reward to anyone who had
told him where he really was, for he was
on the doorstep of the Cibao mines, in
the middle ofthe great Real Vega . . .All
the hills he could see from there were
Cibao, where the world's riches in gold
lay and still lie.'

6January
1 This is contradicted by Las Casas in

LCH, p. 207: '. . . he had certainly not
experienced them, for these are the

wildest, roughest, most stormy and
violent winds on the face of the earth,
which sink the' most ships and bring
devastation to these lands.

2 LCH, p. 207,
3 In LCH, p. 208, Las Casas launches into
a 2-page attack on Pinzon, quoting the
evidence of the pleitos.
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